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ABSTRACT 

 

In this dissertation fully general conditions are presented to correct linear and 

quadratic field dependent aberrations that do not use any symmetry. They accurately 

predict the change in imaging aberrations in the presence of lower order field 

dependent aberrations. The definitions of the image, object, and coordinate system are 

completely arbitrary. These conditions are derived using a differential operator on the 

scalar wavefront function. The relationships are verified using ray trace simulations of 

a number of systems with varying degrees of complexity. The math is shown to be 

extendable to provide full expansion of the scalar aberration function about field. 

These conditions are used to guide the design of imaging systems starting with only 

paraxial surface patches, then growing freeform surfaces that maintain the analytic 

conditions satisfied for each point in the pupil. Two methods are proposed for the 

design of axisymmetric and plane-symmetric optical imaging systems. Design 

examples are presented as a proof of the concept. 
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1. CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION  
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Pupil aberrations are related to imaging field dependent aberrations. These 

relationships enable efficient way of designing fast optical imaging systems that 

operate over relatively small field. Pupil conditions to correct linear and quadratic 

field dependent aberrations have been reported in the literature. A main goal of this 

work is to generalize these conditions such that they are valid for generally non-

symmetric optical imaging systems and in the presence of lower order aberrations. 

These analytic pupil conditions can be used to guide the design of optical imaging 

systems piecewise such that optical surfaces are totally freeform.  

1.1 Imaging Aberrations 

The quality of an imaging system can be quantified for each point in the field using 

the wavefront phase variations, or aberrations, With Respect To (WRT) a reference 

sphere at the exit pupil that is centered on the ideal image point. The object and image 

space media are assumed to be isotropic. The effect of a small wavefront variation 

(compared to the wavelength) is analyzed using the diffraction theory.  Larger 

variations are easily analyzed using the ray propagation, where rays are defined to 

propagate normal to the wavefront [1]. 
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Fig. 1.1. In the presence of aberrations the wavefront at the exit pupil departs from the 

ideal spherical wavefront that is centered on the ideal image point.  

Fig. 1.1 shows the effect of wavefront aberrations on the image formation. An 

arbitrary ray, defined by its intercept with the exit pupil and the field point at which 

aberrations are evaluated, intersects the image plane at a position other than the ideal 

image point. Therefore an aberrated imaging system maps a point to a spot, the shape 

of which is determined by the present aberrations. In the presence of aberrations 

 ,W H  describes the departure of the actual wavefront at the exit pupil from the 

ideal wavefront, which is a reference sphere centered on the ideal image point.   

specifies an arbitrary point on the exit pupil. H  defines the field point at which 

wavefront aberrations are calculated.  
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Fig. 1.2. Pupil and field dependences of aberrations of axisymmetric optical imaging 

systems. 

Wavefront aberrations of axisymmetric optical imaging systems are commonly 

described as a power series expansion of the pupil and field [2].  

       2 ,2 ,,
m n k

m k n k k

k n m

W H W H H H
  

                           (1.1), 

where  , H  describe the normalized coordinates of the exit pupil, field, and 

2 ,2 ,m k n k kW    is the amount of the wavefront aberration at the edge of the pupil and the 

field that is associated with a particular term in the expansion. The pupil and field 

dependences of aberrations of axisymmetric optical imaging systems are illustrated in 

Fig. 1.2. The top cell of each column describes the field dependence of all the 

aberrations included in that column. The first cell, to the left, of each row describes 

the pupil dependence of all aberrations included in this row.  
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1.2 Pupil Aberrations 

 

Fig. 1.3. The pupil aberrations are calculated by interchanging the roles of the object, 

image with the entrance, and exit pupils.  

The pupil aberrations are related to the imaging aberrations. The pupil aberrations are 

calculated by treating the entrance and exit pupils as the object and image of the 

optical imaging system under consideration. The first order roles of the marginal and 

chief rays are reversed. As a function of the pupil and field coordinates, the pupil 

aberrations can be described as an aberrations expansion similar to the imaging 

aberrations expansion. The pupil and image aberrations are directly related [3]. All 

imaging aberrations with linear field dependence, i.e. all aberrations in the second 

column of Fig. 1.2, are related to the pupil distortion [4]. All imaging aberrations with 

quadratic field dependence, i.e. all aberrations in the third column of Fig. 1.2, are 

related to the pupil astigmatism [5, 6]. 

1.3 Motivation 

Many classes of optical imaging systems need to be corrected only for the primary 

aberrations, which are few. Other classes of optical imaging systems such as those 

used in microscopy, optical lithography, and astronomy are required to be very fast 

and of high image quality over a relatively small field size. To design these classes of 
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optical imaging systems it is more efficient to describe all aberrations of specific field 

dependence using a single term. For example all aberrations of constant field 

dependence, i.e. all aberrations in the first column of Fig. 1.2, can be corrected by 

maintaining a constant optical path length across the pupil. As discussed in the 

previous section all imaging aberrations of linear, quadratic field dependence are 

related to the pupil distortion, and astigmatism respectively. That is to say to correct 

all imaging aberrations of linear field dependence, a pupil distortion condition must 

be maintained across the pupil [4]. Furthermore all imaging aberrations of quadratic 

field dependence are corrected by maintaining specific pupil astigmatism conditions 

[5, 6]. To design and analyze non-symmetric optical imaging systems general forms 

of the aforementioned pupil conditions must be derived. These conditions must be 

valid for non-symmetric optical imaging systems and in the presence of lower order 

aberrations. So far no one has reported such general conditions. The goal of this 

dissertation is to derive general pupil conditions that can be used to accurately predict 

and correct imaging aberrations of linear and quadratic field dependence. These 

conditions can be used to guide the design of optical imaging systems starting with 

paraxial surface patches. Then generally freeform surfaces are grown such that these 

analytic conditions are maintained for each point in the pupil. This proposed method 

overcomes the classical lens design limitation that constrains the shape of an optical 

surface to belong to a family of the shapes generated by a predefined function or 

polynomial.  

1.4 Literature Review 

All imaging aberrations of linear field dependence (i.e. aberrations in the second 

column of Fig. 1.2) are related to the pupil distortion as discussed in section 1.2. The 

classical Abbe Sine Condition (SC) states a linear mapping relationship, between an 
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arbitrary axial ray direction cosines at the image and object space, that is necessary to 

correct all linear field dependent aberrations of an axisymmetric imaging system that 

is well corrected on axis [4]. This linear mapping relationship is equivalent to zero 

pupil distortion condition. The potential use of the classical SC in the design and 

analysis of optical imaging systems motivated researchers to derive general forms that 

are free from the limitations described earlier. Marx [7], Shibuya [8] derived a form of 

the SC for axisymmetric optical imaging systems that is valid in the presence of 

spherical aberrations. Longitudinal ray aberrations are formulated as function of the 

violations of the SC. Mahajan [9] also derived a general form of the SC for 

axisymmetric optical imaging systems that is valid in the presence of spherical 

aberration. Mahajan related the on axis wave aberrations to the violations of the SC. 

Using the Hamiltonian optics Zhao and Burge [6] proposed a generalization of the SC 

that is valid for plane-symmetric optical imaging systems that are well corrected on 

axis. So far no one has reported a fully general form of the SC that is valid for 

generally non-symmetric optical imaging systems and that does not require the 

correction of the constant field dependent aberration (i.e. spherical aberration in the 

case of optical axis symmetry). 

All imaging aberrations of quadratic field dependence (i.e. all aberrations in the 

third column of the chart shown in Fig. 1.2) are related to the pupil astigmatism. Zhao 

and Burge derived the pupil astigmatism conditions necessary to correct all imaging 

aberrations of quadratic field dependence. These conditions are valid only for 

axisymmetric and plane-symmetric optical imaging systems that are well corrected for 

linear and quadratic field dependent aberrations (i.e. spherical and coma aberrations in 

the case of optical axis symmetry) [5, 6]. Again the goal of this dissertation is to 
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derive general forms of these conditions that are valid for non-symmetric optical 

imaging systems and in the presence of lower order field dependent aberrations.  

These general forms can be used to design optical imaging systems by growing or 

directly constructing optical surfaces to take any shape. In the literature there are 

several approaches to design optical imaging systems by the direct construction of 

optical surfaces. For example Wassermann derived differential equations to 

simultaneously describe the profile of aplanatic two surfaces imaging systems [10]. 

Mertz used geometrical and graphical concepts to construct optical surfaces of 

aplanatic optical imaging systems [11 and 12]. In the Simultaneous Multiple Surface 

(SMS) method an iterative approach is used to simultaneously grow multiple optical 

surfaces [13]. Zhao constructed optical surfaces using pieces of linear fragments 

grown starting with paraxial fragments that are calculated from the first order 

properties [14]. Except for SMS method all these approaches assume optical axis 

symmetry. 

1.5 Outline 

This dissertation is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we use the fact that the wave 

aberration is a scalar analytic function to derive specific relationships between the 

pupil characteristics and derivatives WRT the field position. The first derivative 

provides the Generalized Sine Condition (GSC) that states explicitly how the 

wavefront change with the field is related to the distortion in the pupil. We show that 

the GSC accurately predicts the change in aberrations in the presence of constant field 

dependent and pupil aberrations. The definitions of the image, object, and coordinate 

system are completely arbitrary. The deduced relationship is verified using ray trace 

simulations of a number of systems that have varying degrees of complexity.  The 

second derivative is shown in chapter 3 to provide general conditions to correct 
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quadratic field dependent aberrations. We also show how the math can be applied to 

even higher orders. The deduced relationship is verified using ray trace simulations of 

a number of systems that have varying degrees of complexity. In chapter 4 we show 

how to use these conditions to design analytically number of imaging systems with 

and without optical axis symmetry. The design approach is described and the image 

quality is discussed for each of the presented designs. And we conclude in chapter 5.  
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2  CHAPTER 2 : GENERALIZED SINE CONDITION  
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In this chapter the most general form of the sine condition is derived. The literature is 

also reviewed in more details. The accuracy of the deduced formulae is numerically 

validated using the ray trace simulations of a commercial lens design software.   

2.1 Literature Review 

 

Fig. 2.1. Abbe sine condition imposes a mapping relationship between the real ray angle 

in the object and image spaces.  

Ernest Abbe developed a condition to correct coma aberration of an axisymmetric 

optical imaging system that is well corrected on axis [4].  

   
1

'sin ' sin 0n n
M

                                               (2.1), 

where M is the transverse magnification, θ, θ’ are shown in Fig. 2.1 to be the angles 

between the real ray and the optical axis in the object, and image spaces respectively. 

Despite the fact that this condition has proven to be extremely useful in the design and 

analysis of fast optical imaging systems such as microscope objectives, it is limited to 

axisymmetric optical imaging systems that are well corrected for spherical aberration. 

A variation of the Abbe SC is the Herschel Condition (HC) [15]. An axisymmetric 
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optical imaging system that is well corrected on axis at the nominal magnification is 

also corrected on axis at other values of magnification when the HC is satisfied. 

   2 2

1
'cos ' cos '

n
n n n

M M
                                      (2.2), 

where M2 is the axial magnification. Note that for axisymmetric optical imaging 

systems, it is impossible to satisfy both the Abbe SC and the HC unless the 

magnification is unity [16]. 

 

Fig. 2.2. An axial ray intercepts the reference spheres at the entrance and exit pupils of 

an axisymmetric optical imaging system at B, B’, and the image plane at I.  

Marx [7] and then latter (independently) Shibuya [8] generalized the classical 

Abbe SC in the presence of spherical aberration. Optical axis symmetry is still 

assumed. Lateral aberration is formulated as a function of the offense against the SC 

[17].  

     sin sin 0o o i in mn                                                 (2.3), 

 
 

  


 
   
 

sin 1 sin
cos

i i

iR
                (2.4), 

where no, ni are the refractive indices at the object, image spaces, m is the transverse 

magnification, θo, θi, βi , R are defined in Fig. 2.2, Δ is the longitudinal ray 
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aberration. Mahajan also derived a general form of the SC in the presence of spherical 

aberration [9] and related the wave aberration to the offense against the deduced SC.  

 

Fig. 2.3. Three-dimensional illustration of the definitions of the object and image ray 

directions used in Zhao and Burge form of the SC [6]. 

Zhao and Burge presented a generalization of the Abbe SC for plane-symmetric 

optical imaging systems that are well corrected for constant field dependent aberration 

[6]. They showed that the SC in the case of plane-symmetry is separable into two 

conditions. 

0 1xp m p                                    (2.5), 

0 1yq m q a                                    (2.6), 

where p0, q0 are the direction cosines of a ray in the object space along the x0, y0 

directions that are defined in Fig. 2.3, p1, q1 are the direction cosines of a ray in the 

image space along the x1, y1 directions, mx, my are the anamorphic magnification, and 

a is a system dependent constant. Figure 2.3 illustrates the three-dimensional 

orientation of the object and image ray.  
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As discussed above several forms of the SC have been reported in the literature. 

None of these forms is fully general in terms of the validity for non-symmetric optical 

imaging systems and in the presence of constant field dependent aberrations. In the 

following sections the most general form the SC is presented and validated using the 

ray trace simulations.  

2.2 Generalized Sine Condition  

 

Fig. 2.4. A generic, finite conjugate, and non-symmetric optical imaging system is 

represented using the object, image field points, entrance, and exit pupil surfaces.  

Figure 2.4 shows a generic, finite conjugates, and non-symmetric optical imaging 

system that is used in the derivations of this section. The image field point P’ is the 

nominal image of the object field point P. Reference spheres are defined to be 

centered on P and P’. They are placed at the paraxial position of the entrance and exit 

pupils (i.e. the image of the system stop in the object and the image spaces). Without 

loss of generality, a local coordinate system is defined to be centered on the object 
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field point P with the z axis pointing towards the center of the entrance pupil B. An 

arbitrary point A on the entrance pupil reference sphere is defined as ˆR  , 

where  ˆ , ,    ,  ,  ,   are the direction cosines in the object space local 

coordinate frame, and R is the radius of curvature of the entrance pupil reference 

sphere.  Likewise an arbitrary point on the exit pupil reference sphere is defined as 

ˆ' ' 'R  , where  ˆ ' ', ', '    , ' , ' , '  are direction cosines in the image 

space coordinate frame, and R’ is the radius of curvature of the exit pupil reference 

sphere. The mapping of the pupil coordinate from the entrance pupil ̂  to the exit 

pupil ˆ '  is defined by the imaging system.  

2.2.1 Analytic Derivation 

In this subsection it is shown that the mapping relationship between direction 

cosines in the object and image spaces states a general form of the SC. The offense 

against this condition is shown to be equivalent to the linear field dependent 

aberration. This condition is valid in the presence of the constant field dependent 

aberration. The definitions of the object, image, and coordinate systems are 

completely arbitrary.  

Generalized Sine Condition 

The Optical Path Length (OPL) is defined as the product of the geometric length 

of the path light follows through an optical imaging system, and the index of 

refraction of the medium through which it propagates. OPL is a scalar function that is 

dependent on the pupil characteristics for any field position. If the gradient of the 

OPL, from P to P’, with respect to the position of P is constant across the pupil, then 

there is no linear field dependent aberrations at P except for a linear field dependent 
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piston. Therefore the condition for not to have aberration of linear field dependence 

,except for a possible piston, is a constant change in the OPL across the pupil with an 

infinitesimal change of the position of the object field point.  

     ˆ ˆ, ', , ' ' 'OPL h h QQ PP       

'o AA iOPL OPL OPL     

 =Constant across the pupil                                                        (2.7), 

where the square brackets [ ] designate an OPL quantity. The change in the OPL 

described in Eq. (2.7) is dividable into three contributions. The first contribution 

oOPL  is induced by the object field point movement from P to Q by an amount h  

as shown in Fig. 2.4. 

     ˆ,oOPL h h QA PA                                  (2.8), 

where h  defines the object field point P WRT the origin of the local coordinate 

system at the object side. Since this local coordinate system is centered on P, 

therefore 0h  .  QA  can be expanded about the object field point P  using the vector 

form of Taylor’s expansion [18]. The second and the higher order terms are ignored 

since h  is assumed to be infinitesimally small. 

     
0 0hh h

QA QA h QA
 

                                (2.9), 

where    
0h

QA PA

 , 

       
22 2

A x A y A zQA n x h y h z h                               (2.10), 

where  , ,A A Ax y z ,  , ,x y zh h h  are the coordinates of A and Q respectively. Taking 

the gradient of Eq. (2.10) with respect to the object field vector, 
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   ˆ ˆ ˆ
h

x y z

QA x y z QA
h h h

   
        

 

             
     

     
22 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ
A x A y A z

A x A y A z

x x h y y h z z h
n

x h y h z h

    
 

    

                   (2.11).  

At 0h  ,    , , 0,0,0x y zh h h  . Evaluating 0h  , Eq. (2.11) simplifies to 

 
0 2 2 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆA A A

h h

A A A

x x y y z z
QA n n

x y z


 
      

 
                           (2.12), 

where n is the refractive index in the object space, which is assumed to be a 

homogenous isotropic medium. Substituting Eq. (2.12) in Eq. (2.9) then evaluating 

the resulting [QA] in Eq. (2.8), simplifies the change in OPL due to object point 

movement to   

   ˆ ˆ
oOPL n h                              (2.13).  

Similarly the change in OPL induced by a small movement of an image field point 

from P’ to Q’ by an amount 'h  is given as follows. 

     ˆ', ' ' ' ' 'iOPL h A Q A P                                   (2.14), 

Similarly using the vector form of Taylor’s expansion [18], [A’Q’] can be expanded 

about Q’. Consequently the quantity     'Q' ' 'A A P  approximates to  ˆ' ' 'n h     

provided that 'h  is assumed to be infinitesimally small.  

   ˆ ˆ' ' ' 'iOPL n h                                 (2.15), 

where n’ is the refractive index in image space, which is assumed to be a homogenous 

isotropic medium.  

A and A’ are points on the entrance and exit pupils reference spheres that are 

assumed to be the conjugate images of one another. In subsection 2.2.2 this 
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assumption is shown to induce a second order inaccuracy that does not affect the first 

order effect described by the GSC. While the exact point-to-point mapping from the 

entrance pupil and exit pupil reference spheres is determined by the optical system, 

through Fermat’s principle [19] we know that the OPL between a given point A and its 

conjugate image point A’ is stationary, and therefore the quantity 'AAOPL  is zero.  

' 0AAOPL                   (2.16). 

The generalized sine condition is obtained by substituting Eq. (2.13, 2.15, and 2.16) in 

Eq (2.7). 

   ˆ ˆ' ' ' Constantn h n h                                  (2.17). 

A system that imposes this mapping relationship between ̂  and ˆ '  is free from all 

linear field dependent aberrations. The left hand side of Eq. (2.17) evaluates to 

   '

' '
ˆ ˆ' 'PB P Bn h n h      , i.e. the constant value, for the ray that intercepts the 

entrance and exit pupils at B, B’. The subscripts PB, P’B’ designates the direction 

from P to B, and from P’ to B’ in Fig. 2.4. Evaluating the dot product, Eq. (2.17) is 

separable into two conditions. 

'm ' Constantn n                                                (2.18), 

'm ' Constantn n                                  (2.19), 

where α, β are the direction cosines in the object space frame of coordinates, α’, β’ are 

the direction cosines in the image space frame of coordinates, mα, and mβ are the 

anamorphic magnifications.  

Equation (2.17) states a general form of the SC. The choice of the object field 

vector h  is arbitrary. The choice of the image field vector 'h  is also arbitrary as 

long as it is in the vicinity of the paraxial image of h . The consequence of choosing 

'h  at a point other than the image is seen as power and tilt in the wavefront. The 
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advancement of the GSC over that developed by Zhao and Burge relates to the 

explicit use of the pupils to define the coordinate geometry.  The Zhao – Burge 

derivation does not require symmetry, but the derivation using Hamiltonian optics is 

limited to the case where the system is well corrected at the point of evaluation [6].  

For this case, the generalized offense against the sine condition does not have any 

pupil dependence and can be expressed correctly using the direction cosines defined 

by the real rays in the system.  The presented generalization includes a definition of 

the direction cosines that does not follow the light real rays, but is defined by the 

pupil mapping.  This definition allows a complete generalization of the sine condition. 

Offense Against Generalized Sine Condition 

 

Fig. 2.5. Image space of the generic, finite conjugate, non-symmetric optical imaging 

system (described earlier) in the presence of linear field dependent aberrations. 

The offense against the GSC, defined by Eq. (2.17), is equivalent to the wavefront 

aberrations of linear field dependence.  

     ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, ', , ' ' ' 'dW h h n h n h                             (2.20),  
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where the mapping relationship between ̂  and ˆ '  is defined by the imaging system. 

The linear field dependent aberration can also be formulated as a function of the Pupil 

Mapping Error (PME). As shown in Fig. 2.5, in the presence of the linear field 

dependent aberration the pupil mapping error vector PME  describes the shift of the 

conjugate image of an arbitrary entrance pupil point A from its ideal position A’’. 

From Fig. 2.5 ˆ '  can be formulated as a function of the pupil mapping error vector 

PME .  

ˆ ˆ' ''
'

PME

R
                                  (2.21),  

where R’  is the radius of curvature of the exit pupil reference sphere. By substituting 

Eq. (2.21) in Eq. (2.20), dW  is formulated as function of the PME . 

     
'

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, ', , ' ' ' '' '
'

h PME
dW h h n h n h n

R

  
          

 
                        (2.22), 

where ˆ ''  defines the conjugate image of A in the absence of the linear field 

dependent aberration. That is to say the mapping relationship between ̂  and ˆ ''  

satisfies the GSC.  

   ˆ ˆ' ' '' Constantn h n h                                      (2.23). 

Substituting Eq. (2.23) in Eq. (2.22) further simplifies the expression of dW . 

 
'

, ' ' Constant
'

n
dW PME h h PME

R

 
     

 
                 (2.24).  

Claimed Generalizations 

While Eq. (2.17) collapses to both the Abbe SC and the HC for axisymmetric 

optical imaging systems, no symmetry is assumed.  Equations (2.20 and 2.24) give the 

change in the wavefront phase without the assumption that the wavefront be well-
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corrected.  For axisymmetric optical imaging systems, the offense against the GSC 

correctly predicts coma in the presence of spherical aberration. The choice of pupils 

coordinates, field point at which the GSC is evaluated, object, and image field vectors 

are completely arbitrary. In section 2.3 these claimed generalizations are validated 

using ray trace simulations conducted by a commercial lens design software [20].  

Case of Infinite Conjugate Imaging Systems 

Equation (2.17) states the GSC for finite conjugate imaging systems. The dot 

product of the first term in Eq. (2.17) evaluates to  

  ˆ A A A
x y z

x y z
n h n h h h

R R R

 
      

 
                   (2.25),  

where 
ˆ ˆ ˆ

x y zh h x h y h z     , 
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆx y z      , Ax R , Ay R , Az R , 

 , ,A A Ax y z  are the coordinates of an arbitrary point on the entrance pupil reference 

sphere, and R is the radius of curvature of the entrance pupil reference sphere. When 

the object is at infinity, R  and Eq. (2.25) becomes 

   ˆ
A x A y A zn h n x y z                               (2.26),  

where x , 
y , z  are the x, y, and z field angles respectively. The GSC for infinite 

conjugate imaging systems is obtained by substituting Eq. (2.26) in Eq. (2.17).  

   ˆ' ' ' ConstantA x A y A zn x y z n h                    (2.27).  

Similarly the offense against the GSC listed in Eq. (2.27) is equivalent to linear field 

dependent aberrations.  

2.2.2 Assumption: Reference Spheres are Conjugate Images 

The GSC is derived under the assumption that the reference spheres at the 

entrance and exit pupils are conjugate images of one another. This assumption is 
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shown in this subsection to induce a second order inaccuracy that does not affect the 

considered first order effect being considered. 

 

Fig. 2.6. The assumption that reference spheres at the entrance and exit pupils are 

conjugate images induces inaccuracy when constant field dependent aberration is 

present. 

In the derivation of the GSC A’ (i.e. the conjugate image of A) is assumed to lie on 

a reference sphere at the exit pupil centered on the nominal image field point P’. ˆ '  is 

the unit vector that defines the direction from P’ to A’. As shown in Fig. 2.6, the 

actual conjugate image of A is '

actA . 'ˆ
act  is the unit vector that defines the direction 

from P’ to '

actA . In the absence of the constant field dependent aberration (i.e. 

spherical aberration for axisymmetric optical imaging systems) A’, '

actA , and P’ lie on 

one line. Thus ˆ '  and 'ˆ
act  collapses to one another. On the other hand side, in the 
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presence of constant field dependent aberration ˆ '  and 'ˆ
act  are different. The change 

in ˆ '  that corresponds to the departure of '

actA  from A’ is given as follows.  

     'ˆ ˆ' ' act                 

          
 

''' '

' R' '
actP AP A

R R
                     (2.28). 

Equation (2.28) can be reorganized as follows.  

   



  

   

'
' ' ' ''

' '
' ' ' ' '

act
act

P A P AR
P A

R R R R R
       

        
   


 

   

'

'
' ' ''

'
' ' ' ' '

act
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P A P AR
P A

R R R R R
                         

     
 

  
 

  


 
   

' ' '

'

' ' ' ' ' ' '
'

'
' ' ' ' '

act act act

act

P A P A P A P A
R

P A
R R R R R

 (2.29), 

where  '  describes the shift of the real ray intercept with the image plane from the 

nominal image point at P’. This quantity is proportional to the aberration at P’. 

Evaluating the following approximations in Eq. (2.29)  

  '' ' ' ; R' 'actP A R                   (2.30), 

    '' ' ' ' ; R' 'actP A P A R R                  (2.31), 

further simplifies the expression of 
 ' . 

 
 

  


   
  

  2

' ' ' '
'

' ' ' '

R R

R R R R
                  (2.32). 

According to Eq. (2.32) the assumption that the reference spheres are conjugate 

images of one another induces a second order inaccuracy while the GSC describes a 
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first order effect. Therefore this assumption does not affect the accuracy of the GSC. 

This is numerically validated in subsection 2.3.6. 

2.2.3 Consistency with Literature 

In this subsection it is shown that the generalized form of the SC reduces to the 

less general forms that have been reported in the literature. It reduces to the classical 

Abbe and the classical Herschel conditions for axisymmetric optical imaging systems. 

Assuming plane symmetry, the GSC is shown to reduce to Zhao – Burge conditions.  

We show here that the classical Abbe – sine [4] and the classical Herschel – 

cosine [15] conditions are special cases of the GSC under the assumption of optical 

axis symmetry and zero spherical aberration. Due to the axis symmetry it is sufficient 

to satisfy these conditions in the tangential plane. In this case ̂ , ˆ ' , h , and 'h  are 

all in the same plane. Also ˆ ˆ 'x x , ˆ ˆ 'y y , and ˆ ˆ 'z z . Evaluating ˆh h x    

and ˆ' ' 'h h x    , Eq. (2.17) simplifies to  

' ' ' 0n h n h                               (2.33), 

where 

 sin                                   (2.34),  

 ' sin '                                   (2.35), 

where θ is the angle between ̂  and ẑ , θ’ is the angle between ˆ '  and ˆ 'z . Note that 

in this case the constant defined in Eq. (2.17) is zero since the object, image field 

vectors are normal to direction of the ray that passes through the center of the 

entrance, and exit pupils reference spheres. Substituting Eqs. (2.34 and 2.35) in Eq. 

(2.33), the GSC reduces to the classical Abbe SC. 
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'sin

' sin '

hn
M

n h


 






                                (2.36), 

where M is the transverse magnification. Similarly evaluating ˆh h z    and 

ˆ' ' 'h h z   , the GSC reduces to the classical HC.  

       2 2 2'cos ' cos 'cos 0 cos 0 'M n n M n n M n n                        (2.37a).  

Equation (2.37a) can be reformulated using the identity   2cos 1 2sin
2




 
   

 
 to  

'
'sin sin

2 2
Mn n

    
   

   
                            (2.37b). 

For axisymmetric optical imaging systems Marx [7] and Shibuya [8] derived 

independently a general form of the SC in the presence of spherical aberration. This 

condition is the same as the one described in Eq. (2.36) except that θ’  is defined as 

the angle between the optical axis and the line connecting the ideal axial image point 

to the real axial ray intercept with the exit pupil reference sphere. As was shown 

earlier Eq. (2.17) reduces to Eq. (2.36) if the axis symmetry is assumed. That is to say 

the GSC also collapses to the general form of the SC that Marx and Shibuya derived 

for axisymmetric optical imaging systems in the presence of spherical aberrations.  

A plane symmetric optical imaging system, shown in Fig. 2.3, images one plane to 

the other. The object field vector 0h  is in the x0y0 plane.  

0 0 0 0 0
ˆ ˆ

x yh h x h y                      (2.38). 

The image plane x1y1 is chosen such that: 

1 0x x xh m h                              (2.39), 

1 0y y yh m h                              (2.40), 

where mx, my are the transverse anamorphic magnifications, 
1xh , and 1yh  are the 
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components of the image field vector 
1h . Evaluating Eqs. (2.38 – 2.40) in Eq. (2.17) 

leads to the SC for plane symmetric optical imaging systems.  

   0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1n n'x y x x y yh p h q m h p m h q                    (2.41). 

Equation (2.41) is separable into two conditions 

0 1np n' xm p                            (2.42), 

0 1n n' Constantyq m q                          (2.43). 

Following the same definition of the object and image field vectors, the GSC is 

reduced to Zhao-Burge conditions. As shown in Fig. 2.3 the line that joins that 

nominal image to the center of the exit pupil is tilted in the y1z1 plane.  

2.3 Numerical Validation by Ray Trace Simulations 

 

Fig. 2.7. Illustration of numerical calculation of linear field dependent aberrations. 

Equation (2.20) is implemented inside commercial lens design software [20] to 

calculate the linear field dependent aberration induced by a general finite conjugate 
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imaging system. n, n’, h , and 'h  are given from the prescription of the imaging 

system under consideration. Calculations steps are listed below.  

1. Construct a dummy spherical surface at the paraxial position of the exit pupil. 

The center of curvature of this surface is the nominal image point.  

2. Trace a ray defined by the intercept with the entrance pupil (xEP,yEP,zEP) 

through the imaging system under consideration. 

3. Find the ray intercept with the entrance and exit pupils reference spheres using 

real ray tracing: (xEP,yEP,zEP), and (xXP,yXP,zXP). 

4. Using the GSC calculate the ideal ray intercept with the exit pupil reference 

sphere (i.e. (xXP,yXP,zXP)ideal) in the absence of the linear field dependent 

aberration. 

5. Given the coordinates of the object field point (xo,yo,zo) at which the GSC is 

evaluated and the coordinates of the real ray intercept with the entrance pupil 

(xEP,yEP,zEP), calculate ̂ . 

 

     
2 2 2

, , z
ˆ EP o EP o EP o

EP o EP o EP o

x x y y z

x x y y z z


  



    

                      (2.44). 

6. Given the coordinates of the nominal image field (xi,yi,zi) point at which the 

GSC is evaluated and the coordinates of the real ray intercept with the 

reference sphere at the exit pupil (xXP,yXP,zXP), calculate ˆ ' . 

 

     
2 2 2

, , z
ˆ '

XP i XP i XP i

XP i XP i XP i

x x y y z

x x y y z z


  



    

                   (2.45). 

7. Evaluate ̂  and ˆ '  calculated in steps 5 and 6 in Eq. (2.20) to find the value 

of the linear field dependent aberration for the traced ray. 

If the object is at infinity then the offense against the GSC described by Eq. (2.27) is 

used instead, where  , ,EP EP EPx y z  are the coordinates of the real ray intercept with a 
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plane entrance pupil, and  , ,x y z    describe the x, y, and z components of the object 

field which are given from the imaging system prescription. A Zemax macro that can 

be used to calculate linear field dependent aberration in the finite conjugate case is 

included in appendix A.  

In the following subsections several image quality indices are used in the 

evaluation of the accuracy of the GSC. Below is a detailed description of how each is 

calculated. 

 

Fig. 2.8. Linear field dependent aberration is the projection of the PME onto the image 

field vector scaled by the factor n’/R’. 

Optical Path Difference (OPD) map: Figure 2.8 shows an example of an OPD map 

of an axisymmetric optical imaging system that has a dominant coma aberration. The 

entrance pupil is sampled to a regular (x,y) grid. For each ray in the pupil, the steps (1 

to 7) are repeated at different pupil positions (xEP,yEP,zEP), to calculate the linear field 

dependent aberration across the pupil. 

Pupil mapping error quiver plot map: Fig. 2.8 shows an example of the pupil 

mapping error quiver plot map induced by an axisymmetric optical imaging system 

that has coma aberration. The pupil mapping error is a vector quantity that describes 

the shift of a real ray intercept, with the exit pupil reference sphere, from the ideal 

position. An example is shown in Fig. 2.8 in which ideally a ray should have 
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intercepted the exit pupil reference sphere at A’’. In the presence of linear field 

dependent aberrations the real ray intercept with the exit pupil reference sphere is A’. 

The vector connecting A’’ to A’ is called the pupil mapping error vector. The pupil 

mapping error vector associated with an arbitrary ray is calculated as the vector from 

the coordinates of the ideal ray intercept (i.e. (xXP,yXP,zXP)ideal) to the real ray intercept 

(i.e. (xXP,yXP,zXP)) with the exit pupil reference sphere. The coordinates of the real and 

ideal ray intercepts with the exit pupil reference sphere are calculated using steps 3 

and 4. 

Full field OPD map variation: Having calculated the pupil mapping error quiver plot 

map we can calculate the OPD at any orientation of the field vector as shown in Fig. 

2.8. Linear field dependent aberration is the projection of the PME onto the image 

field vector scaled by the factor n’/R’, where R’ is the radius of curvature of the exit 

pupil reference sphere, and n’ is the refractive index at the image space.   

Value of specific aberration : A specific aberration can be extracted from the OPD 

map that represents total aberrations at a specific field point using the standard 

Zernike decomposition. The open source Saguaro is used to calculate standard 

Zernike aberrations given an OPD map [21, 22]. 

Table 2.1. Summary of Test Cases 

Number Description  Results 

1 
Axisymmetric imaging lens that is well 

corrected on axis. 

The GSC reduces to the classical Abbe and the 

classical Herschel conditions. 

2 

Uncorrected (on axis) landscape lens 

with a movable stop. 

The GSC is valid in the presence of spherical 

aberration. The GSC accurately accounts for the 

stop position.  

3 A misaligned telescope. 

The GSC accurately estimates linear field 

dependent aberration induced by (generally) 

non-symmetric optical imaging systems.  

4 
A telescope with a field of view centered 

about an off axis field point. 

5 
A telescope with non-symmetric 

mirrors. 

6 Arbitrarily defined field vector for a Field vector is arbitrarily defined.  
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telescope. 

7 
An aplanatic imaging lens with a tilted 

image plane. 

The GSC is valid and accurate for any arbitrary 

choice of a local pupil coordinate system. 

8 

 

 

An imaging system with varying 

spherical and coma aberrations. 

The accuracy of the GSC is unaffected by 

assuming that the reference spheres at the 

entrance and the exit pupils are conjugate 

images. 

 

Table 2.1 summarizes the various test cases that are used to numerically validate 

the accuracy of the GSC as well as the claimed generalizations presented in section 

2.2. The first test case shows that the GSC reduces to the classical SC and the 

classical HC for axisymmetric optical imaging systems that are well corrected on axis. 

It also shows that the choice of the field vectors is arbitrary. The second test case 

validates the claim that the GSC is accurate in the presence of spherical aberration. It 

also highlights the dependence of the GSC on the position of the stop when spherical 

aberration is present. The third, fourth, and fifth test cases show that the offense 

against the GSC accurately estimates linear field dependent aberration induced by 

generally non-symmetric optical imaging systems. The sixth test case shows explicitly 

that the definition of the field vectors is completely arbitrary. The seventh test case 

validates the claim that the definition of the pupil coordinate system is also arbitrary. 

The assumption that the reference spheres at the entrance and exit pupils are 

conjugate images of one another is shown in the eighth test case to induce a second 

order error. This error does not affect the accuracy of the first order effect described 

by the GSC.  
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2.3.1 Consistency with Classical Conditions – Test Case 1 

 

Fig. 2.9. Ray trace through a Carl Zeiss lithographic axisymmetric lens [23] that is re 

optimized over small FOV to satisfy SC or HC. 

The GSC collapses to the classical SC and the classical HC for axisymmetric 

optical imaging systems that are well corrected on axis. To validate this we show that 

the GSC estimates : (1) zero coma in the transverse plane for the axisymmetric Carl 

Zeiss lithographic lens that satisfies the classical SC, and (2) zero spherical aberration 

with linear focus dependence when the lens is re-optimized to satisfy the classical HC. 

The real ray trace through this lens is shown in Fig. 2.9.  

 

(a)        (b) 

Fig. 2.10. PME when the litho. lens satisfies the (a) SC or (b) HC. 

The considered imaging system has a non-unity reduction factor. Therefore it’s 

not possible to satisfy simultaneously the classical SC and HC [16]. Satisfying the 
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classical SC results in zero PME as shown in Fig. 2.10(a). On the other hand when the 

lens is re-optimized to satisfy the classical HC the PME is relatively large as shown in 

Fig. 2.10(b). The maps shown in Fig. 2.10 are drawn using the same scale.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 2.11. Variation of the 3rd order (a) coma with transverse y-field and (b) spherical 

with the focus when SC or HC is satisfied. Linear field dependent aberration that is 

calculated using the GSC (unmarked curves) matches those calculated using ray trace 

simulations (markers). 
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Coma aberration is analytically estimated using the GSC when the object and 

image field vectors are set in the transverse plane. As shown in Fig. 2.11(a) the lens 

that satisfies the classical SC induces zero 3rd order coma aberration (red curves) 

while the one that satisfies the classical HC induces relatively large 3rd order coma 

(black curves). The largest error in estimating coma is 0.05%. On the other hand the 

aberration of linear dependence on focus is estimated using the GSC by specifying the 

object and the image field vectors to be along the optical axis. As shown in Fig. 

2.11(b) 3rd order spherical aberration is large (red curves) for the lens that satisfies the 

classical SC and zero (black solid curves) for the lens that satisfies the classical HC. 

Figure 2.11 shows that linear field dependent aberrations that are calculated using the 

GSC matches those calculated using ray the trace simulations.  

2.3.2 Accuracy in The Presence of Spherical Aberrations – Test Case 2 

 

Fig. 2.12. Landscape lens designed such that at the nominal position of the stop 3rd order 

coma is negligible. GSC accurately predicts coma dependence on the stop position. 

The GSC is claimed in section 2.2 to be valid in the presence of the constant field 

dependent aberration. For axisymmetric optical imaging systems this is the spherical 

aberration. This claim is validated using the landscape lens shown in Fig. 2.12. It is 

designed such that at the nominal position of the stop 3rd order coma is negligible. 

Spherical aberration is intentionally left uncorrected. Third order coma quickly 

increases by shifting the stop from its nominal position. Figure 2.13 shows that at 
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different positions of the stop, the 3rd order coma calculated using the GSC matches 

that is calculated using ray trace simulations. The 3rd order coma shown in Fig. 2.13 is 

the Seidel coma. The largest error in estimating coma is 0.27%. 

 

Fig. 2.13. The 3rd order coma induced by the landscape lens, shown in Fig. 2.12, 

calculated using the GSC matches that is calculated using ray trace simulations. 

The classical SC does not have any dependence on the position of the stop. Yet it 

is known that the landscape lens shows coma that is a well-defined function of the 

stop position. The GSC shows in Fig. 2.13 this dependence on the stop position for 

the case when the system has spherical aberration present.  

2.3.3 General Systems without Optical Axis Symmetry – Test Cases 3, 4, 

and 5 

The GSC that is derived in section 2.2 is claimed to be valid for generally non-

symmetric optical imaging systems. This claim is validated by breaking, in three 

different ways, the optical axis symmetry of the Ritchey–Chrétien (RC) telescope that 

is shown in Fig. 2.14. The accuracy of the GSC is then evaluated by comparing the 

linear field dependent aberrations calculated using the GSC with those calculated 

using ray trace simulations. 
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Fig. 2.14. Layout of a Ritchey–Chrétien aplanatic telescope. 

 

      (a)                (b) 

Fig. 2.15. Pivoting the secondary mirror of the RC telescope 5 o about its coma free point 

induces (a) pupil mapping error. The corresponding wavefront aberrations are (b) 

combinations of linear field dependent power and astigmatism. 

In the first example we consider a realistic scenario of imaging systems 

misalignment in which the secondary mirror of a RC telescope is pivoted about its 

coma free point [24]. The pivoted mirror is shown in Fig. 2.14 as a red dotted surface. 

This type of misalignment breaks the optical axis symmetry and converts the RC 

telescope into a plane-symmetric optical imaging system. While pivoting about coma 

free point maintains the spherical and coma aberrations at a corrected state, different 

types of linear field dependent aberrations are induced. Pivoting the secondary mirror 
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of the RC telescope shown in Fig. 2.14 by 5 o about its coma free point induces the 

PME that is shown in Fig. 2.15(a). The corresponding linear field dependent 

aberrations are shown in Fig. 2.15(b) to be combinations of power and astigmatism. 

The OPD maps shown in Fig. 2.15(b) correspond to different object field points. 

Therefore relying on the metric of observing a perfect image at the center of the field 

is misleading for this type of misalignment. Alternatively measuring the linear field 

dependent astigmatism identifies the state of the alignment.  

 

Fig. 2.16. Offense against the GSC accurately predicts linear field dependent 3rd order 

astigmatism induced by pivoting the secondary mirror of an RC telescope about its 

coma free point. 

To evaluate the accuracy of the GSC the total linear field dependent aberrations 

induced by pivoting the secondary mirror of the RC telescope about its coma free 

point are calculated using the GSC. Using Zernike decomposition [21, 22] 3rd order 

astigmatism is extracted from the total calculated aberrations and compared to that is 

calculated using ray trace simulations. As shown in Fig. 2.16 the 3rd order linear field 

dependent astigmatism calculated using the GSC matches that is calculated using ray 

trace simulations for pivot angle ranges from 0 to 5 degrees. 
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Fig. 2.17. The PME induced by moving the center of the field, of the RC telescope shown 

in Fig. 2.14 5 o off the optical axis (in the object space). 

 

Fig. 2.18. In the vicinity of an off axis field point astigmatism has a linear field 

dependence. Hence it can be estimated as an offence against the GSC. 

The RC telescope shown in Fig. 2.14 is designed to be aplanatic. This means it is 

well corrected for spherical and coma aberrations. The dominant quadratic field 

aberrations are astigmatism and field curvature. The object y-field defines the angle 

(in degrees) that the incident collimated light makes with the optical axis. This 

telescope is axisymmetric when the center of the field is at 0o object y-field. In this 
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case astigmatism varies quadratically with the object y-field. On the other hand 

setting the center of the field to a non-zero value makes the telescope plane 

symmetric. This induces the PME that is shown in Fig. 2.17 which in turns induces a 

combination of linear field dependent astigmatism and power. This fact is used to 

validate the accuracy of the GSC for plane symmetric imaging systems. The center of 

the field is set to a non-zero value and in its near vicinity linear field dependent 

aberrations are estimated using the GSC. Astigmatism is then extracted from the total 

estimated aberrations using Zernike decomposition [25] and compared to the one that 

is calculated using ray trace simulations. As shown in Fig. 2.18 GSC accurately 

estimates astigmatism induced by a plane symmetric imaging system. The largest 

estimation error is 0.8%. 

 

    (a)        (b) 

Fig. 2.19. Perturbing the shape of the mirrors of the RC telescope induces (a) pupil 

mapping error. The corresponding wavefront aberrations are (b) combinations of linear 

field dependent power and astigmatism. 

In the third example the symmetry of the RC telescope shown in Fig. 2.14 is 

broken by using non-symmetric optical surfaces. About 3 waves of trefoil are added 

to the axisymmetric original primary mirror. An equivalent amount of trefoil is added 
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to the axisymmetric original secondary mirror such that on axis aberrations are 

maintained in a corrected state. However, breaking the symmetry of the original RC 

telescope induces the PME that is shown in Fig. 2.19(a). The corresponding linear 

field dependent aberrations are shown in Fig. 2.19(b) to be combinations of power 

and astigmatism. The OPD maps shown in Fig. 2.19(b) correspond to different object 

field points. 

 

    (a)      (b) 

 

    (c)     (d) 

Fig. 2.20. The (a) GSC and (b) ray trace simulations predict, at a small off axis field 

point, negligibly small wavefront aberrations induced by the classical RC. (c), (d) 

Perturbing mirrors shapes induces a combination of linear field dependent astigmatism 

and power. 

Figure 2.20 shows wavefront aberrations, at 0.1 o off axis object y-field point, 

induced by the RC telescope before and after perturbing mirrors surfaces. Before 

perturbing mirrors surfaces the classical RC telescope is aplanatic. Therefore the GSC 

is satisfied. As shown in Fig. 2.20(a) the GSC predicts zero linear field dependent 
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aberrations at a small off axis field point. As shown in Fig. 2.20(b) ray trace 

simulations also estimates negligibly small wavefront aberrations at the same off axis 

field point. Perturbing mirrors surfaces breaks the optical axis symmetry which 

induces a combination of linear field dependent astigmatism and power that are 

calculated in Fig 2.20(c) using the GSC and in Fig 2.20(d) using ray trace simulations.  

2.3.4 Definition of Field Vectors – Test Case 6 

 

Fig. 2.21. The RC telescope is used to image an extended object that images to a circle 

centered on P’, an off axis field point. Q’ is an arbitrary image field point on the circular 

image. 

Abbe [4], Marx [7], and Shibuya [8] forms of the SC require the object and image 

field vectors to be in the transverse plane of an imaging system. The classical HC [15] 

requires the object and image field vectors to be along the optical axis. On the other 

hand the GSC derived in section 2.2 does not require any specific orientation of the 

field vectors. This claim is validated using the RC telescope that is shown in Fig. 

2.14. An extended object is defined to be centered on an off axis object field point that 

images to P’. The image of this extended object is shown in Fig. 2.21 to be a circle 

centered on P’. Q’ is an arbitrary image field point that corresponds to an arbitrary 
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orientation of the image field vector 'h . As discussed in subsection 2.3.3 centering 

the field on an off axis field point breaks the symmetry of the imaging system and 

converts it to a plane symmetric one. Fig. 2.17 shows the PME induced when the 

object field is centered on 5 o off axis object y-field point. This PME corresponds to a 

combination of linear field dependent astigmatism and power. The orientation of the 

induced astigmatism is specified by the definition of the image field vector 'h . The 

GSC is used to calculate the linear field dependent aberrations at the image field point 

Q’. Using the standard Zernike decomposition [21, 22] the coefficients of the 

astigmatism components can be found and compared to those calculated using tray 

trace simulations. 

 

            (a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 2.22. (a) Linear field dependent wavefront aberrations observed in the vicinity of 5o 

off axis object y-field point. (b) Using the GSC the orientation of the observed linear 

field dependent astigmatism is accurately calculated. 

In the vicinity of P’ (which corresponds to incident collimated rays that make 5 o 

with the optical axis in the transverse plane) linear field dependent aberrations are 

shown in Fig. 2.22(a) to have an astigmatism component. As shown in Fig. 2.22(b) 

using the GSC the orientation of the observed linear field dependent astigmatism is 

correctly calculated for different orientations of field vectors. Therefore the GSC is 

valid for any arbitrary field vectors.  

2.3.5 Choice of Pupil Coordinate System – Test Case 7 

To simplify the math, when deriving the GSC, a specific definition of the local 

coordinate system is assumed. However, it is claimed that the definition of the local 

coordinate system is completely arbitrary. This claim is validated using an interesting 

case of misalignment. It is known that tilting the image plane induces a linear field 

dependent power. The original image plane is shown in Fig. 2.23 to be normal to the 
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optical axis and shaded in blue. In this image plane an off-axis field point '

1Q  is 

defined. As the image plane tilts by an angle θ, the off-axis image field point '

1Q  maps 

to '

2Q . As shown in Fig. 2.23 ' ' ' '

1 1 1 2P Q P Q . Shown in Fig. 2.23 is x1’ y1’ z1’, the image 

plane local coordinate system that is consistent with the definition used in section 2.2. 

While this local coordinate system is fixed for any tilt angle θ, the associated image 

field vector is not. 

    ' ' ' '

1 1 1 1
ˆ ˆcos sinh h x z                       (2.46), 

where ' ' ' ' '

1 1 1 1 2h P Q P Q   .  As shown in Fig. 2.23 the GSC can also be evaluated 

using the local coordinate system x2’y2’z2’. Its origin shifts from P1’ along the optical 

axis by an amount 'z  that is a function of the tilt angle θ. 

 '

1' sinz h                        (2.47). 

In this local coordinate system, the image field vector is also a function of the tilt 

angle θ. 

 ' ' '

2 1 2
ˆcosh h x                        (2.48), 

where ' ' '

2 2 2h P Q  . That is to say for each tilt angle θ  there exists a different local 

coordinate system x2’y2’z2’. Using this varying coordinate system the aforementioned 

claim is validated by showing that the GSC accurately predicts the linear field 

dependent aberration induced by different values of image plane tilt.  
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Fig. 2.23. Image plane tilt induces linear field dependent power. The GSC can be 

evaluated using the arbitrary local coordinate frame x2’y2’z2’  that varies with the tilt 

angle θ. 

 

Fig. 2.24. (a) PME induced by 10 o of image plane tilt of an aplanatic imaging system. (b) 

The corresponding spot diagram. 
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The lithographic lens described in subsection 2.3.1 is optimized over a small FOV 

such that the SC is satisfied. As shown in Fig. 2.23 at the original image plane 

aberrations are well corrected at the on axis field point P1’ and in its near vicinity. If 

the image plane is tilted by a tilt angle θ then the arbitrary off axis image field point 

Q2’ (i.e. Q1’ on the original image plane) is out of focus. The power observed at Q2’ 

varies linearly with the field. Image plane tilt changes the local coordinate frame in 

which image space direction cosines are calculated. This induces the PME shown in 

Fig. 2.24(a). The corresponding spot diagram at the image plane is shown in Fig. 

2.24(b). It is clear that power has linear field dependence in the vertical direction.  

 

Fig. 2.25. Linear field dependent power, calculated using the GSC and ray trace 

simulations, versus the image plane tilt angle. 

Linear field dependent aberrations are calculated using the GSC for different 

values of the tilt angle θ. Using Zernike decomposition [25] the linear field dependent 

power is extracted from the total linear field dependent aberrations. As shown in Fig. 

2.25, for various values of the tilt angle θ, linear 3rd order linear field dependent 

power calculated using the GSC matches that is calculated using ray trace 

simulations. The largest estimation error of the linear power is 0.03%. Since each tilt 
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angle θ corresponds to a different definition of the local coordinate system. Therefore 

the choice of the local coordinate systems is completely arbitrary as claimed.  

2.3.6 Assumption: Reference Spheres are Conjugate Images – Test Case 8 

The assumption that reference spheres are conjugate images of one another 

induces inaccuracy in the GSC that has, as described in Eq. (2.32), a second order 

(combined) dependence on the transverse constant field dependent aberration and the 

departure of the conjugate image of the entrance pupil reference sphere from being a 

spherical surface at the exit pupil. The GSC is unaffected by this inaccuracy since it 

describes a linear order effect. This is validated numerically using the landscape lens 

shown in Fig. 2.12. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 2.26. The error in estimating the linear field dependent aberration has a 2nd order 

dependence on the spherical aberration and departure of the conjugate image of the 

entrance pupil reference sphere from being a spherical surface at the exit pupil. (a) 2D 

plot and (b) cutlines of the 2D plot at -50, 0, and +50 waves of spherical aberrations.   

The estimation error of the linear field dependent aberration (i.e. coma for an 

axisymmetric optical imaging system) is proportional to the error in the image space 

direction cosine described in Eq. (2.32). This error is calculated at different 

combinations of spherical aberration and departure of the conjugate image of the 

entrance pupil reference sphere from being a spherical surface at the exit pupil. 

Spherical aberration is varied by changing a conic constant of one of the surfaces of 

the landscape lens shown in Fig. 2.12. The departure of the conjugate image of the 

entrance pupil reference sphere from being a spherical surface at the exit pupil is 

modelled as a shift of the reference sphere at the exit pupil from its correct position. 

Figure 2.26 clearly shows the 2nd order dependence of the estimation error on 

spherical aberration and the departure of the conjugate image of the entrance pupil 

reference sphere from being a spherical surface at the exit pupil. Therefore the 
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inaccuracy induced by the assuming that reference spheres are conjugate images of 

one another does not affect the accuracy of the GSC.  

2.4 Conclusion 

The most general form of the Abbe sine condition is presented in this chapter. The 

derived generalized condition does not require axis symmetry, correction of constant 

field dependent aberrations, specific definition of field vectors, or pupil coordinate 

system. The claimed generalizations as well as the accuracy of the derived formulae 

are numerically validated using several test cases.  
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3 CHAPTER 3 : GENERALIZED PUPIL CONDITIONS TO 

CORRECT QUADRATIC FIELD DEPENDENT 

ABERRATIONS 
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3.1 Introduction 

The GSC derived in chapter 2 relates the pupil distortion to imaging aberrations that 

have first order dependence on perturbations in the object field position.  A system 

that satisfies the pupil mapping defined in the GSC will be free of all aberrations that 

have first order field dependence.  Zhao and Burge derived the Pupil Astigmatism 

Conditions (PAC) to correct for quadratic field dependent aberrations induced by 

aplanatic imaging systems (i.e. that are corrected for low order aberrations) [5, 6].  

These conditions are limited to axisymmetric or plane-symmetric optical imaging 

systems. In this chapter we derive general pupil conditions to correct imaging 

aberrations with quadratic field dependence where no symmetry is assumed, the 

object and image coordinates are arbitrary.   The departure from these conditions 

correctly predicts quadratic field dependent aberrations, even in the presence of lower 

order aberrations.   

The derivation is general, and can be applied recursively to quantify the 

relationship between even higher order pupil aberrations with commensurate image 

aberrations.  The derivation is provided along with a set of example systems that 

compare predictions from these generalized pupil conditions with ray trace results.  In 

chapter 4, the utility of these relations is demonstrated with optical designs that are 

created analytically using freeform surfaces to satisfy pupil aberrations, rather than 

the traditional technique of optimizing optical shapes based on image aberrations. 
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3.2 Theory  

 

Fig. 3.1. The quadratic field dependent wavefront aberration W at an arbitrary field 

point yo is related to the slope of W at yo±Δy. 

The wavefront aberration  ,W P H  is a scalar function of the pupil P  and field H . 

At a specific pupil point oP P , Fig. 3.1 illustrates an example of W dependence on 

the field. For simplicity, in this discussion we assume that the field is along the y axis  

 ˆ. .i e H yy . Later on the general case is considered. At an arbitrary field point yo 

the slope of W WRT the field can be calculated given the value of W at yo±Δy, where 

Δy is infinitesimally small.  

     
2

o

o o

y

W y W y y W y y

y y

     
 

  
                        (3.1). 

Knowing the analytic function of W, the slope of W at an arbitrary field point yo is just 

the derivative of W evaluated at yo. Similarly, at an arbitrary field point yo the second 

order variation of W WRT the field is related to the value of the slope of W at yo ± Δy.  

     2

2

1

2
o oo y y y yy

W y W y W y

y y y y
 

        
       
          

                  (3.2). 
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That is to say if the analytic function 
 W y

y




 that describes the slope of W at any 

field point is known, then the second order variation of W WRT the field, at an 

arbitrary field point, is related to the first derivative of 
 W y

y




 at that field point. The 

GSC provides this analytic relation of the slope of W at an arbitrary field point. In 

chapter 2 it is clearly emphasised that the GSC estimates the linear field dependent 

aberration at any arbitrary field point. This is an important generalization of the 

deduced general form of the SC. This specific generalization was validated using ray 

trace simulations in subsections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. 

3.2.1 Analytic Derivation 

The simple idea presented above can be demonstrated mathematically as follows. 

The scalar aberration function can be expanded using Taylor expansion [18] about an 

arbitrary field point yo.  
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                        ..........                 (3.3), 

where the first, second, third terms describe the aberrations at yo + Δy of constant, 

linear, and quadratic field dependences respectively. The second derivative of W 

WRT the field that is included in the third term in Eq. (3.3) can be expressed as 

function of the slope of W. 
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   2

2

, ,W P y W P y

y y y

  
 

   
 

                          (3.4). 

The GSC can be used to describe the linear field dependent aberration at an arbitrary 

field point yo + Δy. 

     ' '

1 , , ' ,o y o y y oW P y y n y P y n m y P y                                     (3.5), 

where the direction cosines at the object and image spaces (i.e. 
y  and 

'

y ) are 

dependent on the field yo and pupil P , and yo’=myyo. In the following equations the 

pupil dependence is assumed and dropped from the arguments to simplify the 

expressions. The right hand side of Eq (3.5) is reorganized by taking y  as a 

common factor. 

      ' '

1 'o y o y y oW y y y n y n m y                                                (3.6). 

Equation (3.6) describes the linear field dependent aberration at yo+Δy. The second 

term of Eq. (3.3) also describes the same quantity. By comparing Eq. (3.6) to the 

second term of Eq. (3.3), 
 W y

y




 is analytically described as follows.  
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                (3.7), 

where  

' yyy m                    (3.8) 

Evaluating the analytic expression of 
 W y

y




, shown in Eq. (3.7), in Eq. (3.4) 
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                         (3.9). 

Since y’=myy, therefore 
1

'ym y y

 


 
.  
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                       (3.10). 

The third term of Eq. (3.3) describes the quadratic field dependent aberrations at 

yo+Δy.  Evaluating the analytic expression of 
 2

2

W y

y




, described in Eq. (3.10), 

quadratic field dependent aberratios at yo+Δy is given as follows. 
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                 (3.11), 

where  

' myy y                   (3.12). 

Substituting (3.12) in (3.11), the quadratic field dependent aberrations analytic form 

becomes 
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                                      (3.13), 

The analytic expression of the quadratic field dependent aberrations induced by field 

vector along x direction is similarly derived. 

 
   

'

'
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o
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               (3.14), 

where  

' mxx x                    (3.15). 

Equations (3.13) and (3.14) state the general forms of the quadratic field 

dependent aberrations induced by the x and y components of a field vector. The 

general case is obtained by using the vector form of the Taylor expansion [18]. 
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 Evaluating the gradient and the dot product operations, Eq. (3.16) becomes 
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                   (3.17), 

where ˆ ˆ ˆ
x y zh h x h y h z     , ' ' 'ˆ ˆ ˆ' x y zh h x h y h z     , the cross terms vanish if 

axis symmetry is assumed. Evaluating ˆo oh y y , ˆh y y   , 
'

' ˆo oh y y , ˆ' ' 'h y y   ,  

where 
'

o y oy m y , ' yy m y   , and ym  is the y transverse magnification, Eq. (3.17) 

reduces to Eq. (3.13). Similarly evaluating ˆo oh x x , ˆh x x   , 
'

' ˆo oh x x , 

ˆ' ' 'h x x   , where '

o x ox m x , ' xx m x   , and xm  is the x transverse magnification, 

Eq. (3.17) reduces to Eq. (3.14). Equation (3.17) shows that the general expression of 

quadratic field dependent aberrations described in Eq. (3.16) is consistent with the 

special cases described by Eqs. (3.13 and 3.14). Similarly the ith order field dependent 

aberrations can be formulated as follows. 
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          (3.18). 

Each term in equation (3.18) corresponds to pupils aberrations with specific field 
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dependence induced by generally non-symmetric optical imaging system. Generalized 

pupil conditions, to correct ith field dependent aberrations, are obtained by setting the 

left hand side to a constant. The focus of this dissertation however is on the linear and 

quadratic field dependent aberrations. Higher order field dependent aberrations may 

be considered in the future.  

Calculations Example 

 

Fig. 3.2. Setting the object field point at the center of the curvature of a spherical mirror 

and the stop at the mirror makes the imaging system aplanatic. 

 

Fig. 3.3. The GSC is strictly satisfied for the imaging system shown in Fig. 3.2. The 

change in OPL induced by object shift from P to Q cancels that due to image shift from 

P’ to Q’. 

Field dependent aberrations can be easily calculated using Eq. (3.18). To illustrate 

let us consider the simple academic example that is shown in Fig. 3.2. A strictly 
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aplanatic simple imaging system can be constructed by setting the object at the center 

of the curvature of a spherical mirror and the stop at the surface of the mirror. 

Astigmatism is not corrected in this case. As shown in Fig. 3.2 at any pupil point a ray 

from the object field point P reflects back onto itself resulting in a perfect correction 

on axis. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the change in OPL induced by the object point shift 

from P to Q cancels out the OPL change due to the image point shift from P’ to Q’. 

That is to say Eq. (3.18) is zero at any point in the pupil when i=1. Therefore this 

imaging system is strictly aplanatic.  

 

Fig. 3.4. General orientation of the unit vector ̂  which specifies the direction from an 

object point P to an arbitrary point A on the mirror shown in Fig. 3.2. 

The astigmatism induced by the imaging system shown in Fig. 3.2 is calculate by 

evaluating i=2 in Eq. (3.18). Due to the optical axis symmetry, it is sufficient to set 

the object field vector along the y axis (i.e. ˆh h y   ). In this case the frames of 

coordinates at the object and image spaces are related as follows. ˆ ˆ' xx  , ˆ ˆ'y y , and 

ˆ ˆ'z z . The -1 transverse magnification of this imaging system results in an image 

field vector ˆ'h h y    . The OPL induced by object point shift is given as follows. 
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where 
2 2 2

A A AR x y z   . Assuming small pupil size compared to the radius of 

curvature, Eq. (3.19) approximates to: 
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                 (3.20). 

The gradient of the OPL induced by the shift of the object point is given as follows.  
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                       (3.21). 

Likewise the gradient of the change in OPL due to image point shift is found to be 
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                       (3.22). 

The astigmatism induced by the imaging system shown in Fig. 3.2 is found by 

substituting Eqs. (3.21 and 3.22) in Eq. (3.18) when i=2, ˆh h y   , and 

ˆ'h h y    .  

2

2

2 3 A

h
dW y

R


                     (3.23), 

where the field dependent piston terms are ignored. Equation (3.23) is the well-known 

primary astigmatism wavefront aberration [26] that is induced by setting object at the 

center of the curvature of a spherical reflecting mirror and stop at the mirror. 

Claimed Generalizations 

No symmetry is assumed.  Equation (3.16) give the quadratic wavefront phase 

change WRT field without the assumption that the wavefront be well-corrected.  For 

axisymmetric optical imaging systems, the generalized conditions correctly predicts 

astigmatism and field curvature in the presence of spherical and coma aberrations. In 

section 3.3 these claimed generalizations are validated numerically using a 
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commercial lens design software [20]. It is also claimed that the choice of pupils 

coordinates, field point at which the generalized conditions are evaluated, object, and 

image field vectors are completely arbitrary. These later claims were validated in 

chapter 2. 

Case of Infinite Conjugate Imaging Systems 

The linear change in OPL at the object side due to the object field point movement 

is proportional to the quantity  ˆh   which can be rewritten in the following form.  

ˆ A A A
x y z

x y z
h h h h

R R R
                              (3.24),  

where  , ,A A Ax y z  are the coordinates of an arbitrary point on the entrance pupil 

reference sphere, and R is the radius of curvature of the entrance pupil reference 

sphere. When the object is at infinity, R  and Eq. (3.24) becomes 

ˆ
A x A y A zh x y z r                                     (3.25), 

where x , y , z  are the x, y, and z field angles respectively, and r  is the a 

vector that defines the position of a point on the entrance pupil. The ith order field 

dependent aberrations, for an infinite conjugate imaging system, are obtained by 

substituting Eq. (3.25) in Eq. (3.18). 
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       (3.26). 

The quadratic field dependent aberrations, for an infinite conjugate imaging system, 

are obtained by setting i=2 in Eq. (3.26). 
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3.2.2 Consistency with Literature 

Zhao and Burge reported analytic conditions to correct quadratic field dependent 

aberrations [5, 6]. These conditions are restricted to aplanatic imaging systems. In this 

subsection we show that Eq. (3.16) reduces to these classical conditions under the 

assumption of optical axis symmetry, in the absence of spherical, and coma 

aberrations. For an axisymmetric optical imaging system it is sufficient to define the 

object and image field vectors along one direction. Evaluating ˆh h y    

and ˆ' ' 'h h y    , Eq. (3.16) reduces to 
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                         (3.28), 

where 
y  is given by Eq. (3.5) 
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where      
22 2

A x A y A zR x h y h z h      . Taking the derivative of y  WRT yh  
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                           (3.30). 

At 0h  , 0yh  . Evaluating 0h  , Eq. (3.30) simplifies to 
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                                  (3.31), 

where θ is the angle between the projection of ̂  in the tangential plane 

and ẑ . Likewise at the image space   
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where      
2 2 2

' ' '

' ' '' ' ' 'A x A y A zR x h y h z h      , θ’ is the angle between the 

projection of ˆ ' in the tangential plane and ˆ 'z . Evaluating the derivatives 

described in Eqs.(3.31, 3.32), Eq. (3.28) reduces to 
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                          (3.33).  

 

Fig. 3.5. Backwards trace of a tangential and sagittal bundles of rays that originate from 

an off-axis point on the exit pupil and pass through the image of an aplanatic imaging 

system that is also made tele-centric in the image space. The astigmatism in the pupil is 

described by the curves made from the foci of the tangential and sagittal bundles (i.e. T 

and S) in the object side. Zhao and Burge specified the shapes of the s and t curves 

necessary to correct quadratic field dependent imaging aberrations [5]. 

To further reduce Eq. (3.33) to the conditions reported by Zhao and 

Burge lower order field dependent aberrations are assumed to be well 

corrected. In this case, as explained in subsection 2.2.2, ̂  and ˆ ' are 
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independent on the position of the exit pupil. The stop is moved such that 

the exit pupil is at infinity. As shown in Fig. 3.5 rays originate from a 

point in the tangential plane of the exit pupil focuses, when traced 

backwards through the shown axisymmetric aplanatic optical imaging 

system, at T in the object side. Evaluating 'R   and R=t(θ), Eq. (3.33) 

reduces to Zhao – Burge condition for the correction of quadratic field 

dependent aberration in the tangential plane. 

 2cos
Constant accross the tangential plane

t


                  (3.34).  

Similarly rays originate from a point in the sagittal plane of the exit pupil 

focus at S in the object side, when traced backwards. Evaluating θ=0 (i.e. 

ˆ
S is in the sagittal plane), 'R   and R=s(θ), Eq. (3.33) reduces to Zhao – 

Burge condition for the correction of quadratic field dependent aberration 

in the sagittal plane. 

1
Constant accross the sagittal plane

s
                                     (3.35). 

The conditions stated in Eqs. (3.34, 3.35) are consistent with the 

conditions that Zhao and Burge derived.   

3.3 Numerical Validation Using Ray Trace Simulations  

Equations (3.16, 3.27) are implemented inside a commercial lens design software [20] 

to calculate the quadratic field dependent aberrations. n, n’, h , and 'h  are given 

from the prescription of the imaging system under consideration. A real ray is traced 

through the system. This ray originates from the object field point in the vicinity of 

which the quadratic field dependent aberrations are to be calculated. ̂ describes the 
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ray direction in the object space. ˆ ' is calculated knowing the real ray intercept with 

the exit pupil reference sphere and the nominal image position. If the object is at 

infinity then Eq. (3.27) is used instead. The gradient operators are evaluated 

numerically. Appendix B includes a detailed calculation example of quadratic field 

dependent aberrations. In the following subsections OPD maps and specific 

aberrations are used to evaluate the accuracy of the deduced formulae. The detailed 

calculation method is the same as that is used in chapter 2 to evaluate of the accuracy 

of the GSC. The description of how these indices are calculated is included in section 

2.3. 

Table 3.1 summarizes the various test cases that are used to numerically validate 

the accuracy of the generalized equations derived in subsection 3.2.1. The first test 

case shows that Eq. (3.16) accurately estimates quadratic field dependent aberrations 

when optical axis symmetry is assumed and in the absence of spherical and coma 

aberrations. The second test case validates the claim that the Eq. (3.27) is accurate in 

the presence of spherical and coma aberrations. It highlights as well the dependence 

on the stop position. In the third and the fourth test cases we show that Eq. (3.27) 

accurately estimates quadratic field dependent aberrations induced by generally non-

symmetric optical imaging systems.  

Table 3.1. Summary of Test Cases 

Number Description  Results 

1 

Strictly aplanatic axisymmetric optical 

imaging system. 

Eq. (3.16) accurately estimates quadratic field 

dependent aberrations induced by axisymmetric 

aplanatic optical imaging systems. 

2 
Landscape lens that is not corrected for 

spherical and coma aberrations. 

Eq. (3.27) is accurate in the presence of lower 

order field dependent aberrations. 

3 A plane symmetric imaging system. Eq. (3.27) is accurate for generally non-

symmetric optical imaging systems  4 A telescope made of freeform surfaces. 
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3.3.1 Accuracy in the Absence of Lower Order Field Dependent 

Aberrations Under the Assumption of Axis Symmetry – Test Case 1 

The goal of this test case is to show that Eq. (3.16) accurately estimates quadratic 

field dependent aberrations induced by aplanatic axisymmetric optical imaging 

systems. The aplanatic imaging system used in this test case is shown in Fig. 3.2. It is 

F/0.625 spherical mirror with the object placed at its center of curvature and the stop 

at the mirror. This configuration makes the system strictly aplanatic. It is also 

axisymmetric. Quadratic field dependent aberrations are calculated using Eq. (3.16) 

and via ray trace simulations at every point in the pupil. The OPD maps calculated 

using Eq. (3.16) and ray trace simulations are shown in Fig. 3.6(a, and b). Figure 

3.6(c) shows that the difference between OPD maps of Fig. 3.6(a and b) is negligibly 

small. This shows that Eq. (3.16) accurately estimates quadratic field dependent 

aberrations induced by axisymmetric aplanatic optical imaging systems.  

 

            (a)     (b)            (c) 

Fig. 3.6. OPD maps induced by the imaging system shown in Fig. 3.2 evaluated at an 

object field point that is 0.1 mm off the optical axis. (a) OPD map calculated using Eq. 

(3.16) matches (b) that is calculated using ray trace simulations. (c) The difference is 

negligibly small. 
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3.3.2 Accuracy in the Presence of Lower Order Field Dependent 

Aberrations under the Assumption of Axis Symmetry – Test Case 2 

It is claimed in section 3.2 that Eqs. (3.16 and 3.27) accurately estimate quadratic 

field dependent aberrations in the presence of lower order ones. For axisymmetric 

optical imaging systems these are spherical and coma aberrations. This claim is 

validated by comparing quadratic field dependent aberrations calculated using Eq. 

(3.27) and ray trace simulations in the presence of different combinations of spherical 

and coma aberrations.  

 

Fig. 3.7. A landscape lens that is intentionally not corrected on axis.  Coma aberration 

increases linearly with the stop shift from its nominal position, at which coma is 

negligible. 

The axisymmetric optical imaging system used is the landscape lens that is shown 

in Fig. 3.7. It is a 10 mm thick plano convex lens. The planar surface faces the stop. 

The convex surface radius of curvature is -556.137 mm. The stop nominal distance 

from the lens is 98 mm. It is intentionally designed to have about 60 waves of 

spherical aberration. The amount of coma aberration is controlled by shifting the stop 

from its nominal position, at which coma is negligible. Figure 3.8 shows the coma 

variation with the stop shift from its nominal position. The coma aberration has the 

following analytic form [2].  

 3

131 cosComaW W H                                              (3.36), 

where   is the normalized entrance pupil coordinate, H is the normalized field, θ is 
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the angle between the pupil, field vectors, W131 is the amount of coma aberration at 

the edge of the pupil, and field. The y axis of Fig. 3.8 is W131 divided by the field size. 

Figure 3.8 shows as well that the coma calculated using Eq. (3.27), when i=1, matches 

that is calculated using ray trace simulations.  

 

Fig. 3.8. The stop shift, from its nominal position, controls the amount of coma induced 

by the landscape lens. Coma is accurately estimated using Eq. (3.27) when i=1. 

  

Fig. 3.9. Astigmatism (black), tangential oblique spherical (red) aberrations that are 

calculated using Eq. (3.27) (unmarked curves) match those calculated using ray trace 
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simulations (square and circular points) at different combinations of spherical and coma 

aberrations. 

Figure 3.9 shows that the astigmatism and tangential oblique spherical aberrations 

are accurately estimated using Eq. (3.27), when i=2, in the presence of different 

combinations of spherical and coma aberrations. This validates the claim that Eq. 

(3.27) accurately describes the quadratic change in the wavefront phase without 

assuming the correction of lower order field dependent aberrations.  The astigmatism 

and tangential oblique spherical aberrations have the followings analytic forms.  

 2 2 2

. 222 cosAstW W H                                               (3.37), 

 2 4 2

. . 242 cosTang Obl SphW W H                                            (3.38), 

where the y-axis of Fig. 3.9 corresponds to the coefficients W222 and W242 divided by 

the field squared.  

3.3.3 General Systems without Optical Axis Symmetry – Test Cases 3 and 

4 

The equations derived in subsection 3.2.1 are claimed to be valid for generally 

non-symmetric optical imaging systems. This claim is validated by breaking, in two 

different ways, the optical axis symmetry of an (originally axisymmetric) optical 

imaging system. The quadratic field dependent aberrations calculated using the 

derived equations are compared to those calculated using ray trace simulations.  
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Test case 3 

 

Fig. 3.10. F/1.65 axisymmetric aplanatic two mirrors telescope. 

Table 3.2. Prescription of Surfaces of Imaging System Shown in Fig. 3.10. 

 Radius [mm] Distance to next surface [mm] Glass type 

Object  Infinity Air 

Stop  0 Air 

M1 -27.522 -11.073 Mirror 

M2 -6.501 15.546 Mirror 

Image   Air 

Table 3.3. Conic constants and aspheric coefficients of the imaging system shown in Fig. 

3.10. 

 M1 M2 

Conic constant -1.018 -2.198 

Coef. of ρ4 -1.973E-8 -2.43E-5 

Coef. of ρ6 7.585E-12 8.213E-7 

Coef. of ρ8 1.64E-14 -1.614E-8 

Coef. of ρ10 -9.08E-18 1.868E-10 

Coef. of ρ12 3.807E-21 -9.262E-13 

Coef. of ρ14 -2.03E-23 -6.298E-16 

Coef. of ρ16 2.162E-26 1.309E-17 
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Fig. 3.11. At any pupil point astigmatism of an axisymmetric optical imaging system is a 

quadratic function of the field when evaluated in a frame of coordinates (i.e. solid black 

arrows) centered on a field point on the optical axis. In a shifted frame of coordinates 

(i.e. red dotted arrows) astigmatism has constant, linear, and quadratic field 

dependences at any point in the pupil. 

Figure 3.10 shows an axisymmetric fast two mirrors telescope that is designed to 

be aplanatic. The prescription of this imaging system can be found in tables 3.2 and 

3.3. As shown in Fig. 3.11, the astigmatism induced by this telescope is a quadratic 

function of the field when evaluated in the frame of coordinates (black solid arrows) 

that is centered on an on-axis field point. When the field and pupil vectors are in the 

same direction, Eq. (3.37) has the following form at the edge of the pupil (i.e. ρ=1). 

  2

. 222AstW y W y                     (3.39), 

where y is the magnitude of the field. On the other hand, evaluating the astigmatism 

induced by the same imaging system but in a frame of coordinate that is centered on 

an off-axis field point (red dotted arrows) induces a non-zero constant and linear field 

dependent components of the astigmatism.  

  2

. ' ' 'AstW y y y                              (3.40), 

where: 

222W                       (3.41), 
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2222 W                         (3.42),  

2

222W                        (3.43), 

where Δ is the shift of the frame of coordinate in the object space.  

 

Fig. 3.12. Evaluating astigmatism of the telescope shown in Fig. 3.10 in a frame of 

coordinates centered on an object field point that is Δ degrees off the optical axis induces 

linear field dependent astigmatism (solid line) in addition to the quadratic field 

dependent component (dashed line). Linear and quadratic field dependent astigmatism 

components estimated using Eq. (3.27) (unmarked curves) match those calculated using 

ray trace simulations (solid square and circular points). 

The accuracy of Eq. (3.27) for non-symmetric optical imaging systems is 

evaluated by shifting the frame of coordinates, in which aberrations of the telescope 

shown in Fig. 3.10 are evaluated, Δ degrees off the optical axis. The coefficients 

described in Eq. (3.40) of the linear and quadratic components of astigmatism are 

calculated using the Eq. (3.27) by setting i=1, and 2 respectively. These coefficients 

are recalculated using Eqs. (3.41 and 3.42) where W222 known from the ray trace 

simulations. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the coefficients of the linear and quadratic field 
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dependent astigmatism calculated using Eq. (3.27) matches those expected from ray 

trace simulations in frames of coordinates centered on a field point that is at different 

distances off the optical axis.  

Test case 4 

The two mirrors telescope shown in Fig. 3.10 is reused at F/7.8 in this test case.  

The symmetry of the optical axis is broken by perturbing the shapes of the mirrors. 

Originally the mirrors are aspheric axisymmetric surfaces as prescribed in tables 3.2 

and 3.3. Several Zernike terms are added to the primary mirror such that the final 

mirror surface is no longer symmetric. The on axis aberrations that are induced by 

perturbing the primary mirror are reduced to few waves by perturbing the secondary 

mirror. The surface sag departure from the original axisymmetric aspheric mirrors 

surfaces is shown in Fig. 3.13.  

 

(a)                (b) 

Fig. 3.13. Surface sag departure of a telescope (a) primary and (b) secondary mirrors 

from their original axisymmetric aspheric surface shapes. 
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 (a)              (b) 

Fig. 3.14. Equation (3.27) predicts linear, quadratic field dependent aberrations to be 

dominated by (a) tetrafoil, (b) trefoil, and power as a result of perturbing the shapes of 

the telescope mirrors. 

Perturbing mirrors surfaces breaks the optical axis symmetry which changes 

aberrations field dependences. The linear, quadratic field dependent aberrations 

calculated using Eq. (3.27) by setting i=1, 2 are shown in Fig. 3.14(a, b) to be 

dominated by tetrafoil, trefoil and power aberrations. The pupil dependence of the 

power, trefoil, and tetrafoil aberrations is described as follows. 

 2

4 2 3 3PowerW C                                               (3.44), 

 3

9 8 sin 3TrefoilW C                                               (3.45), 

 4

14 10 cos 4TetrafoilW C                                               (3.46), 

where C4, C9, C14 are constant coefficients that describe the amount of these 

aberrations,   is the normalized pupil, and   is the angle between the pupil and field 

vectors [25]. 
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Fig. 3.15. Linear and quadratic field dependent wavefront aberrations, estimated using 

Eq. (3.27), at: 0o, 1.5o, and 3o off the optical axis (in the object space) of the perturbed 

telescope. 

Figure 3.15 shows the evolution of the linear and quadratic wavefront aberrations, 

calculated using Eq. (3.27), across the field. The central map corresponds to on-axis 

field point. The maps on the circumference of the inner circle correspond to object 

field points that are 1.5o off the optical axis. The maps on the circumference of the 

outer circle correspond to object field points that are 3o off the optical axis.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3.16. Equation (3.27) accurately estimates the low order aberrations induced by the 

perturbed telescope of (a) y, and (b) x field dependence.  

The accuracy of Eq. (3.27) is evaluated by using it to calculate the wavefront 

maps at an object field that changes between ±2o along the x (i.e. horizontal), and 

y(i.e. vertical) axes. Wavefront maps at same field points are recalculated using ray 

trace simulations. For a given map the contribution of an individual aberration, 
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described by the associated constant coefficient (e.g. C9 associated with trefoil), is 

calculated using the standard Zernike decomposition [25]. As shown in Fig. 3.16, the 

power and trefoil have a quadratic field dependence, while tetrafoil has a linear field 

dependence. It is also noticed that the magnitude of the linear and quadratic field 

dependent aberrations calculated using Eq. (3.27) match those calculated based on the 

ray trace simulations. Test cases 3 and 4 validates the claim that Eq. (3.27) is accurate 

for generally non-symmetric imaging systems.  

3.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter fully general conditions to correct quadratic field dependent 

aberrations are presented. The derived general conditions don’t require axis symmetry 

or correction of lower order field dependent aberrations, specific definition of field 

vectors, or pupil coordinate system. The claimed generalizations as well as the 

accuracy of the derived formulae are validated using ray trace simulations of several 

test cases. The math is shown to be extendable to higher orders.  
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4 CHAPTER 4 : ANALYTIC OPTICAL DESIGN  
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4.1 Introduction 

An optical imaging system is completely described by the profile, orientation of 

optical surfaces, refractive index, and spacing between consecutive optical surfaces. 

The optical design problem is solved by finding a combination of the aforementioned 

(initially unknown) parameters to meet a Merit Function (MF) which quantifies the 

optical performance. The profile of an optical surface is usually described using a 

mathematical function or a polynomial. The various combinations of coefficients of 

that function or polynomial generate family of surface profiles. The surface profile 

that minimizes the predefined MF is the optimum surface profile. Various surface 

polynomials and functions have been reported in literature. Zernike polynomials [27], 

splines [28], radial basis function [29], and Forbes polynomials [30] are some 

examples out of many others.  

The optimum profile of an optical surface can also be found via direct 

construction. Wassermann [10], Mertz [11, 12], Zhao and Burge [14] proposed 

different approaches to directly construct surfaces of axisymmetric optical imaging 

systems. Benitez and Miniano proposed an iterative approach that is capable to 

construct surfaces of optical imaging systems with and without symmetry [13]. 

In chapters 2 and 3, conditions to correct linear and quadratic field dependent 

aberrations, induced by generally non-symmetric optical imaging systems, are derived 

and validated. In chapter 3 it is shown that conditions to correct higher order field 

dependent aberrations can be derived as well. In this chapter we show how to use 

these conditions to guide the design of imaging systems starting with paraxial surface 

patches. Then generally freeform surfaces are grown such that these analytic 

conditions are maintained for each point in the pupil. The cases of axisymmetric and 
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plane-symmetric optical imaging systems are presented in sections 4.2 and 4.3. This 

chapter is concluded in section 4.4.  

4.2 Design of Axisymmetric Optical Imaging Systems  

In this section a method of designing axisymmetric optical imaging systems, corrected 

for specific field dependent aberrations at any point in the pupil, is discussed. An 

axisymmetric surface is represented by a cutline in the tangential plane that is grown 

starting from a paraxial fragment. The analytic conditions derived in chapters 2 and 3 

are used to guide the growing. Designs made, using this method, are presented as a 

proof of concept. 

4.2.1 Method Description 

 

Fig. 4.1. The sinusoidal curve f(y) is re-constructed piecewise using a set of second order 

polynomials: f1(y), f2(y), f3(y), and f4(y). Each polynomial matches the original curve 

over a specific interval.  

A curve of any arbitrary shape can be constructed piecewise using polynomials, 

generally of low order. Each piece is defined over an interval, not necessary of the 
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same size. The continuity of the whole curve is maintained by constraining the value 

of each polynomial and its first derivative to be unchanged at the boundaries of the 

interval over which it is defined. An example is shown in Fig. 4.1. A sinusoidal curve 

is re-constructed from pieces of second order polynomials. The first polynomial f1(y) 

matches the original curve very well in the red shaded interval. Outside this interval 

the two curves departs quickly from one another. f2(y) is a polynomial that is defined 

over the neighbour green shaded interval. Continuity is maintained by applying the 

constraints: f1(yo)=f2(yo) and f1’(yo)=f2’(yo) at the boundary between the red and 

green intervals.  

 

Fig. 4.2. An axisymmetric optical surface can be constructed by rotating a cutline, in a 

plane containing the optical axis, about the optical axis. 

To describe an axisymmetric optical surface it is sufficient to define a cutline or 

curve results from the intersection of a plane containing the optical axis with this 

surface. As shown in Fig. 4.2 an axisymmetric surface is constructed by rotating a 

cutline about the surface axis of symmetry. This enables the design of axisymmetric 

optical imaging systems by growing cutlines such that specific field dependent 

aberrations are maintained in the state of correction at any point in the pupil.  
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Steps to Design Single Surface Optical Imaging System 

The detailed design steps are first discussed using a simple optical imaging system 

with a single optical surface that is corrected for spherical aberration. Latter these 

steps are generalized to multi-surfaces optical imaging systems.  

 

Fig. 4.3. Demonstration of surface growing method for axisymmetric optical imaging 

systems. 

Figure 4.3 demonstrates how to analytically design a simple axisymmetric optical 

imaging system that images the axial object point P onto itself (i.e. P’). A single 

optical surface can correct only one type of aberration. In this case spherical 

aberration is chosen to be corrected. The following steps are conducted to analytically 

design this simple axisymmetric optical imaging system. 

1. As discussed earlier any arbitrary shape of a curve or cutline can be 

constructed using fragments of second order polynomials. The sag equation of 

an arbitrary fragment is given as follows.  

    2

2
o o

C C
z y y z y s y y


                                      (4.1), 

where  oz y ,  
at yo

s z y   , 
22

at yo

C C z y     
 

 are the sag, slope, and 

curvature at oy . The initial curvature C  is estimated from the first order properties. 
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2. At point 1, surface sag and slope are known from the prescribed first order 

properties of the imaging system. 

3. It is assumed that the initial curvature C  is very close to the actual curvature 

C C , at which spherical aberration is corrected for the ray that intercepts 

the surface at point 2. The change in curvature  ΔC, to maintain zero spherical 

aberration for the ray that intercepts the surface at point 2, is calculated using 

the following equation.   

      0
0 00

W
W C C W C C

C


    


                (4.2a), 

where 0W

C





   0 0

2

W C C W C C

C

 



  
 , C  is infinitesimal change in curvature, 

and 0W  is the spherical aberration that is calculated using the real ray tracing. More 

details on how aberrations are calculated during growing are included latter on. 

4. At the edge of the current fragment, and the beginning of the next fragment, 

the sag is calculated using Eq. (4.1) and the slope is calculated as follows. 

     o os y y s y C C y                                          (4.3), 

where Δy is the length of the fragment.  

5. The initial curvature of the next fragment is set equal to C C . Steps 3 and 

4 are repeated to calculate next fragment. 

Following these steps a cutline of the surface in the tangential is found piecewise. The 

grown cutline can take any arbitrary shape. Corresponding axisymmetric surface is 

constructed by rotating surface cutline about the optical axis. The MATLAB codes 

that are used to grow axisymmetric optical imaging systems are included in appendix 

C. 
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Design of Four Surfaces Optical Imaging System 

The same design steps discussed above are followed to design the general case in 

which four optical surfaces are constructed piecewise to correct the spherical, coma, 

astigmatism, and field curvature aberrations. The differences are: 

- Equation (4.1) becomes 4 equations each represent an optical surface out of 

the four.  

- The change in curvatures, to maintain zero spherical, coma, astigmatism, and 

field curvature aberrations corrected for the ray that intercept the current 

fragments, are calculated by solving the following matrix equation (instead of 

using Eq. (4.2a).  
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            (4.2b), 

where C1, C2, C3, C4 are the initial curvature of the first, second, third, fourth surfaces, 

W0, W1, W2T, W2S are the spherical, coma, astigmatism, and field curvature 

aberrations.  

- Equation (4.3) becomes 4 equations each corresponds to one optical surface 

out of the four.  
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Calculation of Field Dependent Aberrations during Growing 

 

Fig. 4.4. Field dependent aberrations are calculated knowing the trace of a ray through 

the current fragments being grown.   

The axisymmetric schwarzchild microscope objective shown in Fig. 4.4 is used to 

illustrate how the field dependent aberrations are calculated during surface growing. 

An axial ray is launched from the on axis object field point to intercept with the 

fragments that are being grown (i.e. thick black fragment shown in Fig. 4.4). The 

spherical aberration (i.e. described above using the symbol W0) is proportional to the 

real ray y-intercept with the image plane. The coordinates of the object and nominal 

image field points are known from the pre-defined first order properties of the system. 

The coordinates of the real ray intercept with the entrance and exit pupils reference 

spheres are calculated via the real ray tracing. Knowing all the aforementioned 

parameters and following the calculation steps described in the beginning of section 

2.3, linear field dependent aberrations are calculated. As discussed in appendix B, the 

quadratic field dependent aberration is related to the first order derivative of the linear 

field dependent aberration. The MATLAB codes that are used to calculate field 

dependent aberrations are listed in appendix C. 
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4.2.2 Design Examples 

The method that is described in the previous subsection is used here to design 

several axisymmetric optical imaging systems that are corrected for specific field 

dependent aberrations at any point in the pupil. 

Design Example 1: Fast Two Mirrors Telescope 

Figure 4.5 shows the layout of a fast aplanatic two mirrors telescope that is 

designed using the method described in subsection 4.2.1. The surfaces are grown 

using a numerical computation software [31] and modelled inside commercial lens 

design software as grid sag user defined surfaces [20]. Figure 4.6 shows that the Root 

Mean Square (RMS) wavefront error is negligibly small on axis and has a quadratic 

change with field. Therefore it is aplanatic as aimed in the design. The initial setting 

or the first order properties that are used for this design example are listed in table 4.1. 

the last number in the column labelled “C0,2=C2,0 or Curvature” designate the 

curvature of the reference sphere at the exit pupil.  

 

Fig. 4.5. Layout of an axisymmetric two mirrors telescope that is designed using the 

proposed method to be aplanatic. 
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Fig. 4.6. The RMS wavefront error, induced by the designed aplanatic two mirrors 

telescope has a quadratic variation with field. 

Table 4.1. Summary of the First Order Properties or Initial Settings Used in Design 

Example 1. 

 

C0,2=C2,0 or 

Curvature Distance to next surface [mm] Glass type 

Object  Infinity Air 

Stop     0.00000000 Air 

M1 -0.01563277 -12.50000000 Mirror 

M2 -0.04886223 +11.00000000 Mirror 

Image  -14.63043747 Air 

Exit Pupil +0.06835065  Air 

Design Example 2: On-Axis TMA 

Figure 4.7 shows the layout of an on-axis Three Mirror Anastigmat (TMA) 

telescope that is designed using the method described in subsection 4.2.1. The fourth 

mirror is a flat mirror that is just used to fold the light. Figure 4.8 shows that we do 

have control on what aberrations to be corrected. When choosing spherical and 

astigmatism aberrations to be corrected, as shown in Fig. 4.8(a) coma aberration is the 

dominant aberration. Figure 4.8(b) shows that astigmatism is the limiting aberration 

when spherical and coma aberrations are chosen to be corrected. Figure 4.8(c) shows 
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that the spherical, coma, and astigmatism aberrations are corrected when the three 

mirrors are grown simultaneously to correct these aberrations. The initial setting or 

the first order properties that are used for this design example are listed in table 4.2. 

 

Fig. 4.7. Layout of an on axis three mirrors telescope that is designed using the proposed 

method to be corrected for spherical, coma, and astigmatism aberrations. 
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(a) 
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(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 4.8. Full field spot diagram of the TMA when designed under the constraints: (a) 

constant OPL, general PAC, (b) constant OPL, GSC, (c) constant OPL, GSC, and 

general PAC. Central spot diagram corresponds to on-axis field point. Spots on the 

inner, outer circles are induced by 0.1o, 0.2 o object off-axis field point.  

Table 4.2. Summary of the First Order Properties or Initial Settings Used in Design 

Example 2. 

 C0,2=C2,0 or Curvature Distance to next surface [mm] Glass type 

Object  Infinity Air 

Stop     0.00000000 Air 

M1 -0.01563276 -12.50000000 Mirror 

M2 -0.04886222 +20.50000000 Mirror 

M3 -0.03233686 -41.50482590 Mirror 
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Image  +30.12903479 Air 

Exit Pupil -0.03319057  Air 

Design Example 3: Four Mirrors Telescope 

Figure 4.9 shows the layout of a four mirrors telescope designed using the method 

presented in subsection 4.2.1. The fourth mirror is used to fold the light. As shown in 

Fig. 4.10 we have full control of what aberrations to be corrected. If only one surface 

is used to correct spherical aberrations, Fig. 4.10(a) shows the existence of a dominant 

coma aberration. Correcting spherical and coma aberrations results in dominant 

astigmatism and field curvature aberrations as shown in Fig. 4.10(b). Choosing 

spherical, astigmatism, and field curvature to be corrected leaves large amount of 

uncorrected coma as shown in Fig. 4.10(c). Using the four mirrors to correct 

spherical, coma, astigmatism, and field curvature results in correcting all of these 

aberrations and only negligible OPD is left over as shown in Fig. 4.10(d). The initial 

setting or the first order properties that are used for this design example are listed in 

table 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.9. Layout of a four mirrors telescope that is designed using the proposed method 

to be free from spherical, coma, astigmatism, and field curvature aberrations.  

   

           (a)                 (b) 
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         (c)                (d) 

Fig. 4.10. OPD maps of the four mirrors telescope when designed under the constraints: 

(a) constant OPL, (b) constant OPL, GSC, (c) constant OPL, general PAC, (d) constant 

OPL, GSC, and general PAC.  

Table 4.3. Table 4.3 Summary of the First Order Properties or Initial Settings Used in 

Design Example 3. 

 C0,2=C2,0 or Curvature Distance to next surface [mm] Glass type 

Object  Infinity Air 

Stop     0.00000000 Air 

M1 -0.014915396 -12.50000000 Mirror 

M2 -0.06266490 +20.50000000 Mirror 

M3 -0.01782610 -30.00000000 Mirror 

M4 +0.02992215 +22.98413377 Mirror 

Image  -19.964725271 Air 

Exit Pupil +0.05008834  Air 

 

4.3 Design of Plane-symmetric Optical Imaging Systems  

As illustrated in the previous section, the symmetry about the optical axis 

significantly reduces the complexity of the optical imaging design problem. On the 

other hand the design of non-symmetric optical imaging system is a non-trivial task. 

In this section we describe a method to design plane-symmetric optical imaging 
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systems that are corrected for specific field dependent aberrations at any point in the 

pupil. Designs made, using this method, are presented as a proof of the concept.  

4.3.1 Method Description 

 

Fig. 4.11. A non-symmetric surface can be approximated piecewise using rectangular 

patches of bi-cubic surface patches. 

An arbitrary surface of generally no symmetry can be approximated piecewise. An 

example is shown in Fig. 4.11. Each individual piece is described using generally low 

order polynomial that is chosen such that a certain level of continuity is maintained. 

This type of piecewise surface can be used to design plane-symmetric optical imaging 

systems by growing bi-cubic surface patches [32]. The coefficients of the analytic 

equation describing an individual surface patch (or piece) are chosen to correct 

specific field dependent aberrations. The initial surface patches are defined by the first 

order properties.  
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Fig. 4.12. Graphical illustration of a bi-cubic surface patch. 

The sag equation of a bi-cubic surface patch is given as follows.  

 
3 3

,

0 0

, i j
i j

i j

z x y c x y
 

                               (4.4), 

where z is the sag of the bi-cubic surface patch at the coordinates x, y, and ,i jc  is the 

coefficient of 
i jx y . As shown in Fig. 4.12, a local coordinate system is defined for an 

individual bi-cubic surface patch. This local coordinate system is centered on the 

lower left corner of the rectangular region over which a bi-cubic surface patch is 

defined. The shape of a bi-cubic surface patch is completely defined if the sag, its x, y, 

and cross derivatives are known at the four corners of the patch. Alternatively the 16 

coefficients of Eq. (4.4) completely specify a bi-cubic surface patch. That is to say 

there exist 16 Degrees of Freedom (DOF) per a bi-cubic surface patch. In appendix D 

the relationships between the coefficients of Eq. (4.4), the sag, its x, y, and cross 

derivatives at the four corners of the bi-cubic patch are listed. The continuity of the 

sag, its x, y, and cross derivatives are maintained by constraining these quantities to be 

unchanged at the corners shared between the neighbouring surface patches. Bi-cubic 

surface patches, described above and used in this chapter, shall not be confused with 
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bi-cubic splines. A main difference is that the control (i.e corner) points of bi-cubic 

surface patches must lie on the surface they are used to approximate. On the other 

hand side, bi-cubic spline control points (also called knots) do not need to lie on the 

surface they are used to approximate. More details can be found at relevant references 

[32]. The steps to grow a plane symmetric surface using bi-cubic surface patches are 

summarized below.  

Step 1: Grow a Cutline in the Plane of Symmetry 

 

Fig. 4.13. Growing a plane symmetric optical surface starts with growing a cutline in the 

plane of symmetry. 

The first step is to grow a cutline from a starting point, in the plane of symmetry, 

exactly in the same way described in subsection 4.2.1. This cutline is shown in Fig. 

4.13 as a red dashed line. The plane of symmetry of the surface is shown in Fig. 4.13 

to be the plane of the paper (i.e. yz plane). The quantities  ,z x y  and  ,z x y
y




, 
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evaluated on the cutline, are calculated while growing. The quantities  ,z x y
x




 and 

 
2

,z x y
x y



 
 must be zero at any point on the cutline to satisfy the condition of plane 

symmetry.  

Step 2: Specify the First Patch in the Tile 

 

Fig. 4.14. The first patch in the tile is specified in the second step of growing plane 

symmetric optical surface. 

The first patch in the first tile, labelled A in Fig. 4.14, is partially specified. It 

shares the two corner points 1 and 2 with the cutline that is grown in the plane of 

symmetry. The sag and its first derivative WRT y are calculated while growing the 

dashed red cutline. The first derivative WRT x as well as the cross derivative must be 

zero for any point on the plane of symmetry to satisfy the condition of plane 

symmetry. The steps to specify the first patch in the first tile are summarized below. 
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2.1. Given the value of the quantities  ,z x y ,  ,z x y
x




,  ,z x y

y




, 

 
2

,z x y
x y



 
 at (x,y)=(0,0), (0,Δy), calculate the coefficients 0,0c , 0,1c , 0,2c , 0,3c , 

1,0c , 1,1c , 1,2c , and 1,3c  using Eqs. (D.2 to D.9) in appendix D.  

Each condition, used to correct specific field dependent aberration, is separable into 

two independent conditions along the two orthogonal directions. For example in 

chapter 2 the GSC stated in Eq. (2.17) is shown to be separable into two conditions 

shown in Eqs. (2.18 and 2.19). Therefore only 4 DOF are needed to control the 

aberrations of the two rays that intersect the patch near the corners at (Δx,0) and (Δx, 

Δy). 

2.2. To reduce the remaining 8 DOF to match the 4 conditions used for aberrations 

correction choose 4 DOF and set them to zero. 

The coefficients that correspond to the remaining unspecified 8 DOF are:  

A. 2,0c , 2,1c , 2,2c , 2,3c ,  

B. 3,0c , 3,1c , 3,2c , and 3,3c . 

The coefficients in group A, B describe the quadratic, and cubic variation WRT x 

direction. A surface constructed from pieces of bi-cubic patches is an approximation 

of the original surface. The smaller the patch size the lower the order of the patch is to 

be to maintain construction accuracy. Therefore at small patch size the cubic terms are 

likely to have small contribution. The cubic component of a surface patch has 

negligible effect, compared to the quadratic component, in controlling the field 

dependent aberrations that are corrected in the considered design examples. That is 

why the coefficients in group B are chosen to be set to zero. Setting other 
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combinations of 4 coefficients to zero leads to inability of controlling the field 

dependent aberrations and consequently inability to further grow the optical surfaces.  

2.3. Launch two rays through the imaging system to intercept the considered patch 

near (Δx,0) and (Δx, Δy). Calculate the remaining unknown coefficients (i.e. 2,0c , 

2,1c , 2,2c , and 2,3c )  to maintain the correction of the desired field dependent 

aberrations of these two rays. 

At a small patch size the variations of the coefficients 2,0c , 2,1c , 2,2c , and 2,3c  from 

one tile to another may be assumed to be first order variations that can be calculated 

by solving a system of linear equations in a similar way to the case of axisymmetric 

imaging systems.  

Step 3: Grow Next Patch in the Tile 

 

Fig. 4.15. The third step to grow a plane symmetric optical surface is to grow the next 

patch in the tile.  
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As shown in Fig. 4.15, any patch other than the first one has three corner points 

that are shared with neighbouring patches. To maintain continuity the quantities 

 ,z x y ,  ,z x y
x




,  ,z x y

y




,  

2

,z x y
x y



 
at (x,y)=(0,0), (Δx,0),and (0,Δy) are set 

equal to their values at the neighbouring patches. The steps to specify the remaining 4 

DOF are listed below.  

3.1. Given the value of the quantities  ,z x y ,  ,z x y
x




,  ,z x y

y




, 

 
2

,z x y
x y



 
 at (x,y)=(0,0), (Δx,0), (0,Δy), calculate the coefficients 0,0c , 0,1c , 

0,2c , 0,3c , 1,0c , 1,1c , 1,2c , 1,3c , 2,0c , 2,1c , 3,0c , and 3,1c  using Eqs. (D.2 to D.13) 

in appendix D.  

This leaves 4 DOF to be specified. Since each condition to correct specific field 

dependent aberration is separable into two independent conditions along two 

orthogonal directions. Therefore only 2 DOF are needed to control the aberrations of 

the ray that intersects the patch near the corners at (Δx, Δy). The other 2 DOF are set 

to zero.  

3.2. To reduce the number of variables (i.e. coefficients of the patch) to match the 

number of conditions used for aberrations correction, set the coefficients: 3,2c  and 

3,3c  to zero. Again these coefficients are chosen to be set to zero as they describe 

cubic dependence along the x-direction is which of negligible effect.  

3.3. Calculate the coefficients 2,2c  and 2,3c  to maintain the correction of the 

desired field dependent aberrations of the ray traced through the imaging system 

and intercepts the considered patch near (Δx, Δy). 
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At a small patch size the variations of the coefficients 2,2c  and 2,3c  from one patch to 

another may be assumed to be first order variations that can be calculated by solving a 

system of linear equations in a similar way to the case of axisymmetric imaging 

systems. These steps are repeated to calculate the next surface patches in the tile.  

As shown in Fig. 4.16, next tiles are grown till half the surface is entirely grown. 

To grow the following tile, steps 2 and 3 are repeated. The obtained sag points are 

reversed about the optical axis and fitted onto a regular gird. The grown surfaces are 

modelled inside commercial lens design software as a user defined grid sag surface 

[20]. The procedure described in this subsection is used to grow several design 

examples in the following subsection.  

 

Fig. 4.16. The fourth step to grow a plane symmetric optical surface is to grow next tiles 

of the surface.  

A single surface can correct only one type of Field Dependent Aberrations (FDA). 

Table 4.4 describes the number of DOF have to be identified to correct specific field 

dependent aberration. For example a single surface optical imaging system can correct 
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only one type of field dependent aberrations. As shown in the first row of table 4.4, to 

correct constant field dependent aberrations 4 DOF have to be specified. These DOF 

corresponds to two conditions. The remaining 2 DOF have to be set to zero. An 

optical imaging system with two surfaces can be corrected for constant and linear 

field dependent aberrations. The total number of conditions needed is 4 which leave 

again 2 DOF per patch per surface to be specified.  

Table 4.4. Summary of DOF, FDA that can be corrected, DOF to be set to zero for 

optical imaging systems with one, and two surfaces.  

Number of 

surfaces 

DOF 

 Corrected aberrations 

Number of 

conditions 

Remaining  

DOF  

1 4 Constant FDA 2 2 

2 8 Constant and linear FDA 4 4 

 

Accumulating Error – Future Work 

Assume a set of rays that are traced through a Cassegrain telescope with the stop 

at the primary mirror. These rays are oriented such that their intercepts with the 

entrance pupil form equally spaced grid of points. The intercepts of these rays with 

the secondary mirror are not necessarily equally spaced. This kind of mapping 

distortion of the ray intercept with different surfaces of an optical imaging system 

induces an accumulating error that is discussed below.   

As shown in Fig. 4.12, a bi-cubic surface patch is defined over a rectangular 

region. At a point (x,y) the sag, its x, y, and cross derivatives are calculated such that 

the ray intercepting the surface at that point maintains conditions to correct specific 

field dependent aberrations.  For a general patch the sag, its x, y, and cross derivatives 

are known for the corners at (0,0), (Δx,0) , (0, Δy), and unknown for the corner at (Δx, 

Δy). If the ray passed through the corner at (Δx, Δy) then these quantities are 

accurately calculated at that corner. If the ray intercepts the patch at a point at an 

offset from the corner at (Δx, Δy), then these quantities are accurately calculated at 

that point and extrapolated, using the bi-cubic patch equation, at the mentioned 

corner. This means that the neighbour patch that shares the corner at (Δx, Δy) will 

have sag, its x, y, and cross derivatives at one of its corner inaccurately calculated. 

Therefore a calculation error propagates as you grow patches. It is expected that this 

type of error limit the aperture size of the grown system. Avoiding this type of error is 

a future work.  
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4.3.2 Design Examples 

Design Example 1: Single Reflecting Surface 

 

          (a)       (b) 

Fig. 4.17. Layout of a reflecting surface that is grown to correct aberrations at a single 

field point. (a) The surface grows to a sphere when the image field point is constrained 

to coincide with an on-axis object field point. (b) Constraining the object and image field 

point to be ±50 mm off the optical axis results in an ellipsoid.  

In the first design example a reflecting surface is grown, from a paraxial surface 

patch, to correct aberration at a single field point. Remember that only a specific field 

dependent aberration can be corrected per an optical surface. Transverse ray 

aberrations in the x and y direction are chosen as constraints to ensure the correction 

of constant field dependent aberrations. The surface grows to a spherical surface when 

an image field point is chosen to coincide with the corresponding on-axis object field 

point. On the other hand, the surface grows to an ellipsoid when the object and image 

field points, are chosen to be ±50 mm off the optical axis along the vertical axis. 

Figure 4.17 shows the layouts of the grown reflecting surfaces in both cases. The sags 

of the grown surfaces are shown in Fig. 4.18. In both cases the RMS spot radius is 

about two orders of magnitude smaller than the diffraction limit. 
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          (a)        (b) 

Fig. 4.18. Sag of a reflecting surface grown to correct aberration at an (a) on axis or (b) 

off axis field point.  

Design Example 2: Two Mirrors Aplanatic Telescope with Tilted Image Plane 

 

Fig. 4.19. Layout of a two mirror telescope with a tilted image plane. The telescope is 

designed using the proposed method to be aplanatic. 

In the second design example a telescope is grown such that its image plane is 

tilted. In this case the constant optical path length and GSC are the constraints used to 

grow the optical surfaces of this imaging system. The layout of the grown system is 

shown in Fig. 4.19. The RMS wavefront error is shown in Fig. 4.20 to be negligibly 

small at the center of the field and it varies quadratically with the field. Therefore this 

grown telescope is aplanatic as aimed. Figure 4.21 shows the spot diagram at the 
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center of the field as well as several field points that are 0.05o, 0.1o off the optical axis 

in the object space. The black circle compares the actual spot size to the diffraction 

limit.  

 

Fig. 4.20. RMS wavefront error of the aplanatic telescope is a quadratic function of the 

field.  
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Fig. 4.21. Full field spot diagram. Black circle defines the airy disc limit. Scale is in μm. 

The central spot diagram corresponds to an object field point at the center of the field. 

The spots on the inner, outer circles correspond to object field points that are 0.05o, and 

0.1o off the center of the field.  
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(a)      (b) 

Fig. 4.22. The sag of the primary mirror (a) before and (b) after removing the power 

and tilt.  

Figure 4.22 shows the sag of the primary mirror before and after removing the 

power and tilt. It is obvious that the primary mirror has a plane symmetric component. 

The sag of the secondary mirror is shown in Fig. 4.23(a) to have large component of 

y-tilt. The second largest contribution is power as shown in Fig. 4.23(b). Smaller 

components of astigmatism and coma are observed in Fig 4.23 (c and d).  The non-

symmetric sag components observed in the mirrors eliminates the linear field 

dependent astigmatism that would have been observed if a classical two mirrors 

telescope was designed with a secondary mirror pivoted about coma free point [24]. 

This serves as a proof that the surface growing code is properly working for aplanatic 

constraints.  
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          (a)          (b) 

 

           (c)              (d) 

Fig. 4.23. The sag of the secondary mirror (a) before, after removing the standard 

Zernike terms: (b) piston, tilt (c) piston, tile, power, (d) piston, tilt, power and 

astigmatism.  
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Design Example 3: Plane Symmetric Two Mirrors Aplanatic Microscope 

 

Fig. 4.24. Layout of a plane-symmetric Schwarzchild microscope objective that is 

designed using the proposed method to be aplanatic.  

In this design example an aplanatic plane-symmetric Schwarzchild microscope 

objective is grown. In this case the constant optical path length and GSC are the 

constraints used to grow the optical surfaces of this imaging system. This type of 

microscope objectives can provide an axial imaging of a longitudinal slice inside an 

object. The layout of the grown system is shown in Fig. 4.24. It provides an aplanatic 

imaging of an object plane to a tilted image one. The RMS wavefront error is shown 

in Fig. 4.25 to be negligibly small at the center of the field and to vary quadratically 

with the field. Therefore this grown telescope is aplanatic as aimed. Figure 4.26 

shows the spot diagram at the center of the field as well as at several field points that 

are 0.05, 0.1 mm off the optical axis in the object space. The black circle compares 

the actual spot size to the diffraction limit.  
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Fig. 4.25. RMS wavefront error of the aplanatic microscope is a quadratic function of 

the field.  
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Fig. 4.26. Full field spot diagram. Black circle defines the airy disc limit. Scale is in μm. 

 

          (a)                      (b) 

Fig. 4.27. The sag of the primary mirror (a) before and (b) after removing power. 
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             (a)                  (b) 

 

               (c)               (d) 

Fig. 4.28. The sag of secondary mirror (a) before, after removing (b) piston, tilt, (c) 

piston, tilt, power, (d) piston, tilt, power and astigmatism. 

Figure 4.27 shows the sag of the primary mirror before and after removing power. 

It is obvious that the primary mirror has a plane symmetric component. The sag of the 

secondary mirror is shown in Fig. 4.28(a) to have large component of y-tilt. The 

second largest contribution is power as shown in Fig. 4.28(b). Smaller components of 

astigmatism and coma are observed in Fig 4.28 (c and d).  The non-symmetric sag 

components observed in the mirrors eliminates the linear field dependent astigmatism 
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that would have been observed if a classical two mirrors telescope was designed with 

a secondary mirror pivoted about coma free point. It is interesting to observe that for 

design examples 2 and 3 astigmatism and coma components are needed to 

compensate for linear field dependent astigmatism induced by mirror tilting. 

4.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter the analytic conditions derived in earlier chapters are used to guide the 

design of imaging systems starting with only paraxial surface patches. Then generally 

freeform surfaces are grown such that these analytic conditions are maintained for 

each point in the pupil. Two types of optical imaging systems can be designed using 

the proposed methods: axisymmetric and plane-symmetric optical imaging systems. 

Design examples are presented as proof of the concept.  
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In this dissertation general conditions are derived to correct linear and quadratic field 

dependent imaging aberrations. The offense against these conditions accurately 

predicts the change in aberrations in the presence of lower order field dependent ones. 

It is shown as well that the definitions of the image, object, and coordinate system are 

completely arbitrary. The accuracy of the deduced relationships is verified using ray 

trace simulations of a number of systems that have varying degrees of complexity.  

The claimed generalizations are also validated using ray trace simulations. The math 

is shown to be extendable to higher orders. 

Analytic optical design is an interesting and important application of this work. 

The derived general analytic conditions are used to guide the design of imaging 

systems starting with only paraxial surface patches. Then generally freeform surfaces 

are grown such that these analytic conditions are maintained for each point in the 

pupil. Two methods are proposed to design axisymmetric and plane-symmetric 

optical imaging systems. Design examples are provided as a proof of the concept. 

This work opens the door wide for many future contributions. On the theory side, 

it is important to validate the accuracy of the higher order terms in the deduced 

expansion of the scalar aberration function about the field. Likewise deriving an 

expansion of the scalar aberration function about pupil is extremely beneficial 

especially in the area of visual optics. On the application side, we have just presented 

a proof of the concept of the analytic optical design. An automatic approach to 

calculate first order properties of a generally non-symmetric optical imaging system is 

one thing to be done. Extending the surface growing code to cases of non-symmetric 

optical imaging system is another extension to this work. Finally the use the presented 

ideas to actually design non-conventional optical imaging systems reveals the 

potential of this work.  
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A APPENDIX A : ZEMAX MACRO TO CALCULATE 

LINEAR FIELD DEPENDENT ABERRATION  
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This appendix includes an example of a Zemax macro that can be used to calculate 

the linear field dependent aberration induced by a finite conjugate optical imaging 

system. 

###################################################################################### 

jj=1 

for py_o=-1,(1+dy),dy 

  ii=1 

  for px_o=-1,(1+dx),dx 

    raytrace 0,0,px_o,py_o,1 # Trace a ray that intercepts the pupil at (px_o,py_o) 

# Find the ray intercept with the dummy surface (x_EP,y_EP,z_EP), a reference sphere  

# at the entrance pupil with center of curvature at the nominal object point.  

    y_EP=ragy(NNo) # NNo is the number of the dummy ent. pupil reference spherical 

surface 

    x_EP=ragx(NNo) # NNo is the number of the dummy ent. pupil reference spherical 

surface 

    z_EP=ragz(NNo) # NNo is the number of the dummy ent. pupil reference spherical 

surface 

# Find the ray intercept with the dummy surface (x_XP,y_XP,z_XP), a reference sphere  

# at the exit pupil with center of curvature at the nominal image point.  

    y_XP=ragy(NNi) # NNi is the number of the dummy exit pupil reference spherical 

surface 

    x_XP=ragx(NNi) # NNi is the number of the dummy exit pupil reference spherical 

surface 

    z_XP=ragz(NNi) # NNi is the number of the dummy exit pupil reference spherical 

surface 

# Evaluate Eq.(2.20) 

# Coordinates of nominal image point are (xi_0,yi_0,zi_0) 

# Coordinates of nominal object point are (xo_0,yo_0,zo_0) 

    L_= powr((powr((x_XP-xi_0),2)+powr((y_XP-yi_0),2)+powr((z_XP-zi_0),2)),0.5) 

    alpha_=(x_XP-xi_0)/L_ 

    beta_=(y_XP-yi_0)/L_ 

    L= powr((powr((x_EP-xo_0),2)+powr((y_EP-yo_0),2)+powr((z_EP-zo_0),2)),0.5) 

    alpha=(x_EP-xo_0)/L  

    beta=(y_EP-yo_0)/L 

    LFA=no*(dHox*alpha+ dHoy*beta) + ni*(dHix*alpha_+ dHiy*beta_) 
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    print px_o,” “,py_o,” “,LFA,” “,x_XP,” “,y_XP,” “,z_XP 

# dHoy, dHiy are the y component of the object, and image field vectors 

    ii=ii+1 

  next  

  jj=jj+1 

next 

######################################################################################   
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B APPENDIX B : QUADRATIC FIELD DEPENDENT 

ABERRATIONS CALCULATION EXAMPLE  
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The calculation of the quadratic field dependent aberrations induced by test case 1, 

described in subsection 3.3.1, is explained in this appendix. Calculations steps are 

summarized below. 

1. Construct dummy spherical surfaces at the paraxial position of the entrance 

and exit pupils. In this case both dummy surfaces coincide with the mirror 

surface since the stop is placed at the mirror.  

2. The coordinates of an axial arbitrary ray real intercept with the entrance pupil 

reference sphere are found via real ray tracing conducted using Zemax. In 

table B.1 these coordinates are listed in the column labelled (x,y,z)A.  

3. The coordinates of an axial arbitrary ray real intercept with the exit pupil 

reference sphere are the same as those at the entrance pupil reference sphere 

(i.e. both spheres coincide with each other in this test case). 

4. Under the assumption of optical axis symmetry Eq. (3.17) reduces to 

   
'

22 '
2 '

'

2 2

y y
y y

y y

n n
dW h h

h h

  
   

 
                      (B.1). 

5. The derivative  
y

yh




 is evaluated numerically as follows. 

2

y yy

yh

 
  




 
                                    (B.2), 

where y
 

, y
 

 are the y direction cosines, in the object space, of a ray that 

originates from an off axis field point that is +=+0.01, and -=-0.01 mm off the 

optical axis. Likewise the derivative  

'

'

y

yh




 is evaluated numerically using finite 

differences. 
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                                    (B.3), 

where '
y
 

, '
y
 

 are the y direction cosines of a ray, in the image space, that 

originates from an off axis field point that is +0.01, and -0.01 mm off the optical axis. 

6. Quadratic field dependent aberrations at 1mm object field point is calculated 

by evaluating ' 1yh    mm in Eq, (B.1). 

7. Using ray trace simulations OPD is calculated at 1 mm object field point and 

compared to that is estimated from step 6. Since the field at which quadratic 

field dependent aberrations is small, the third and higher order field dependent 

aberrations are ignored.     

Table B.1 shows the calculations of quantities described in the above steps at various 

points in the tangential plane of the pupil. Table B.2 shows a comparison between 

quadratic field dependent aberrations, in the tangential plane, calculated using Eq. 

(B.1) and using ray trace simulations. As shown in table B.2 quadratic field dependent 

aberrations calculated using Eq. (B.1) agrees with ray trace simulations.  

Table B.1. Numerical calculations of terms described in Eqs. (B.2, B.3). 

Normalized 
Pupil 

Coordinates 
(Px , Py) 

Real Ray Intercept with 
Entrance Pupil Reference 

Sphere (x,y,z)A 
 

 

y
 

 

 
 

 

y
 

 

 
 

 

'
y
 

 

 
 

 

'
y
 

 

 
 

(0 , – 1.0) (0 , -39.999999 , 30.000000) -0.799871 -0.800127 -0.800127 -0.7998719 

(0 , – 0.8) (0 , -31.999999 , 38.418745) -0.639918 -0.640081 -0.640081 -0.6399180 

(0 , – 0.6) (0 , -23.999999, 43.863424) -0.479953 -0.480046 -0.480046 -0.4799538 

(0 , – 0.4) (0 , -16 , 47.370877) -0.319979 -0.320020 -0.320020 -0.3199795 

(0 , – 0.2) (0 ,  -8 , 49.355850) -0.159994 -0.160005 -0.160005 -0.1599948 

(0    ,    0) (0 , 0 , 50) 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

(0 , + 0.2) (0 ,  8 , 49.355850) 0.160005 0.159994 0.159994 0.1600051 

(0 , + 0.4) (0 , 16 , 47.370877) 0.320020 0.319979 0.319979 0.3200204 

(0 , + 0.6) (0 , 23.999999, 43.863424) 0.480046 0.479953 0.479953 0.4800460 

(0 , + 0.8) (0 , 31.999999 , 38.418745) 0.640081 0.639918 0.639918 0.6400818 

(0 , + 1.0) (0 , 39.999999 , 30.000000) 0.800127 0.799871 0.799871 0.8001279 
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Table B.2. Numerical calculations of quadratic field dependent aberrations using Eq. 

(B.1) as well as ray trace simulations. 

   

Quadratic Field Dependent 
Aberrations  

[Waves]  

Normalized 
Pupil 

Coordinates 
(Px , Py) 

y yh   

[mm-1] 
 

' '
y yh   

[mm-1] 
 

 

Eq. (B.2) 

 

 
 

Ray Trace 

Simulations 

 

 
 

Difference 

[Waves] 

 

 
 

(0 , – 1.0) 0.012800 0.012799 23.272725 23.266318 0.0064077 

(0 , – 0.8) 0.008192 0.008191 14.894544 14.888750 0.0057942 

(0 , – 0.6) 0.004608 0.004607 8.378181 8.374171 0.0040100 

(0 , – 0.4) 0.002048 0.002048 3.723636 3.721611 0.0020250 

(0 , – 0.2) 0.000512 0.000512 0.930908 0.930365 0.0005439 

(0    ,    0) 0.000000 0. 000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

(0 , + 0.2) 0.000512 0.000512 0.930908 0.930360 0.0005489 

(0 , + 0.4) 0.002048 0.002048 3.723636 3.721577 0.0020590 

(0 , + 0.6) 0.004608 0.004607 8.378181 8.374072 0.0041090 

(0 , + 0.8) 0.008192 0.008191 14.894544 14.888570 0.0059742 

(0 , + 1.0) 0.012800 0.012799 23.272725 23.266103 0.0066227 
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C APPENDIX C : SURFACE GROWING MATLAB CODE  
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This appendix includes the MATLAB program that is used to grow axisymmetric 

optical imaging systems. The main program uses functions to calculate field 

dependent aberrations, trace rays, and generate user defined surface, compatible with 

ZEMAX, from a grid of points on a cutline of that surface. The main program uses 

several input files in which the first order properties are defined.  

SurfRayIntercept: the coordinates of the initial point on the first (i.e. x1,y1,z1), second 

(i.e. x2,y2,z2), i
th surface are listed in the first, second, ith row of this input spreadsheet 

file. The last two rows include the coordinates of the nominal image point (i.e. 

xIP,yIP,zIP) and intercept of the exit pupil reference sphere with the optical axis (i.e. 

xXP,yXP,zXP). Figure C.1 shows a snap shot of this input file spreadsheet. The 

subscripts 1, 2, IP, XP designate the first, second optical surfaces, image plane, and 

exit pupil reference sphere. 

 

Fig. C.1. Snapshot of the excel sheet in which coordinates of initial points on optical 

surfaces are defined.  

SurfCoefMat: is a spread sheet input file. For an N surfaces optical imaging system 

this sheet will have N+2 columns. Each column (from 1 to N) contains the 

coefficients of the initial bi-cubic surface patch (see appendix D for the description of 

the sag equation of the bi-cubic surface). For an axisymmetric optical imaging 
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systems only the coefficients C0,0, C2,0=C0,2 are set. The rest of the cells in these 

columns are set to zero. The N+1 column represents the image plane that is described 

as a bi-cubic surface. The coefficient C0,0 is the only parameter to be set. The first four 

cells in the N+2 column are set to the x,y,z coordinates of the nominal on-axis image 

field point, and the radius of curvature of the exit pupil reference sphere. IP, XP 

designate the image plane, exit pupil reference sphere. 

 

Figure C.2. Snapshot of the excel sheet in which initial surface curvatures are defined. 

SysInfo: general information of the optical imaging system under consideration is 

listed in this spreadsheet input file. Figure C.3 shows the definition of different 

parameters in this one column spreadsheet.  
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Figure C.3. Definitions of parameters defined in the SysInfo spreadsheet input file. 

Main Code for Growing Axi-Symmetric Imaging Systems 

clear;clc;clf 

clear global SurfRayIntercept SurfCoefMat SysInfo Constants; 

global SurfRayIntercept SurfCoefMat SysInfo Constants Temp; 

% 1. Read input files 

    SurfRayIntercept    =   xlsread('./InputFiles/SurfRayIntercept.xlsx'); 

    SurfCoefMat         =   xlsread('./InputFiles/SurfCoefMat.xlsx'); 

    SysInfo             =   xlsread('./InputFiles/SysInfo.xlsx'); 

% 2. Construct constants array 

    Hx=SysInfo(4);  Hy=SysInfo(5); % x and y components of the Object field. 

    xEP=SysInfo(6); yEP=SysInfo(7); zEP=SysInfo(8); % Coordinates of the pupil center. 

    Constants(1:3)=[SysInfo(1) SysInfo(2) SysInfo(3)]; 

    Constants(4)=tan(Hx*pi/180);    Constants(5)=tan(Hy*pi/180);     

    [~,~,~,xiC,yiC,ziC] = SysRayTracer  ([sin(Hx*pi/180) sin(Hy*pi/180) 

cos(Hx*pi/180)*cos(Hy*pi/180)],[xEP yEP zEP],SurfCoefMat);     

% (xiC,yiC,ziC) absolute coordinates of the chief ray intercept with the image plane. 

    [a,NumbOfSurfaces]=size(SurfCoefMat);NumbOfSurfaces=NumbOfSurfaces-2; 

    xiCP=SurfRayIntercept(NumbOfSurfaces+1,1);         

    yiCP=SurfRayIntercept(NumbOfSurfaces+1,2);     

    ziCP=SurfRayIntercept(NumbOfSurfaces+1,3);   

% (xiCP,yiCP,ziCP) coordinates of the center of the image as defined in the input  

% file. 

    dHix=xiC-xiCP;    dHiy=(yiC-yiCP);    dHiz=ziC-ziCP; 

% (dHix,dHiy,dHiz) are the x, y, z components of the image field vector. 

    Constants(6)=dHix;    Constants(7)=dHiy;    Constants(8)=dHiz; 

    % Calculate the coordinates of image field points (Pi1,Pi2) correspond to +/- 

    % 0.0001 change in ky. 

        kx=0;    ky=0+0.0001;    kz=sqrt(1-kx*kx-ky*ky); 

        [~,~,~,Pi1(1),Pi1(2),Pi1(3)]=SysRayTracer   ([kx ky kz],[0 0 

zEP],SurfCoefMat); 

        kx=0;    ky=0-0.0001;    kz=sqrt(1-kx*kx-ky*ky); 

        [~,~,~,Pi2(1),Pi2(2),Pi2(3)]=SysRayTracer   ([kx ky kz],[0 0 

zEP],SurfCoefMat); 

    % Calculate the coordinates of image field points (Pi3,Pi4) correspond to +/- 

    % 0.0001 change in ky. 

        kx=0+0.0001;    ky=0;    kz=sqrt(1-kx*kx-ky*ky); 

        [~,~,~,Pi3(1),Pi3(2),Pi3(3)]=SysRayTracer   ([kx ky kz],[0 0 

zEP],SurfCoefMat); 

        kx=0-0.0001;    ky=0;    kz=sqrt(1-kx*kx-ky*ky); 

        [~,~,~,Pi4(1),Pi4(2),Pi4(3)]=SysRayTracer   ([kx ky kz],[0 0 

zEP],SurfCoefMat); 

    % Calculate linear, quadratic field dependent aberration at the center of field. 

    % Initially set LFAyo, LFAxo to 0. 

        Constants(9)=0; Constants(10)=0; Constants(11)=0; Constants(12)=0;                                     

        y=0; 

        kx=0;         ky=0;         kz=1; 

        [xXP,yXP,zXP,xi,yi,zi] = SysRayTracer   ([kx ky kz],[xEP yEP 

zEP],SurfCoefMat); 

        [LFAyo] = CalcLFA   ([xXP yXP zXP],[0 0 zEP],0,dHiy);   % Calculate LFAyo. 

        [LFAxo] = CalcLFA   ([xXP yXP zXP],[0 0 zEP],0,dHiy);   % Calculate LFAxo. 

        Constants(9)=LFAyo; Constants(10)=LFAxo; 
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        [TQFAyo] = CalcTQFA ([kx ky kz],[0 0 zEP],Pi1,Pi2,dHiy); 

        Constants(11)=TQFAyo; 

        [SQFAo] = CalcSQFA  ([kx ky kz],[0 0 zEP],Pi3,Pi4,dHiy); 

        Constants(12)=SQFAo; 

% 3. Grow cutline in the plane of symmetry 

    f=SurfCoefMat(1,:); fy=SurfCoefMat(2,:); % Set initial value of the sag and slope. 

    RList(:,1)=1/2./SurfCoefMat(3,1:NumbOfSurfaces);     

    kx=0;         ky=0;         kz=1; 

    S1(1,:)=[Temp(1,3) Temp(1,2) Temp(1,1)]; % Coordinates of primary mirror. 

    S2(1,:)=[Temp(2,3) Temp(2,2) Temp(2,1)]; % Coordinates of secondary mirror. 

    S3(1,:)=[Temp(3,3) Temp(3,2) Temp(3,1)]; % Coordinates of tertiary mirror. 

     

    dy=SysInfo(10); 

    rAperture=SysInfo(11,1);     

    dR=1e-5; 

    yM=SurfRayIntercept(1:NumbOfSurfaces,2); 

    jj=2; 

    for y=yEP+dy:dy:rAperture 

        % Calculate nominal curvatures 

            for ss=1:NumbOfSurfaces 

                SurfCoefMat(3,1:NumbOfSurfaces)=1/2./RList(:,1); 

                kx=0;         ky=0;         kz=1;                 

                [xXP,yXP,zXP,xi,yi,~] = SysRayTracer    ([kx ky kz],[xEP y 

zEP],SurfCoefMat); 

                LFAyNom = CalcLFA   ([xXP yXP zXP],[xEP y zEP],0*dHix,dHiy); 

                TrxNom=xi-xiCP; TryNom=yi-yiCP; 

                if (NumbOfSurfaces==1) 

                    Nominal(:,1)=TryNom; 

                elseif (NumbOfSurfaces==2) 

                    LFAyNom = CalcLFA   ([xXP yXP zXP],[xEP y zEP],0*dHix,dHiy); 

                    Nominal(:,1)=[TryNom;LFAyNom]; 

                elseif (NumbOfSurfaces==3)                     

                    TQFAyNom= CalcTQFA  ([kx ky kz],[xEP y zEP],Pi1,Pi2,dHiy); 

                    Nominal(:,1)=[TryNom;LFAyNom;TQFAyNom]; 

                end 

            end 

        % Perturb Radii of curvatures and calculate corresponding aberrations 

            for ss=1:NumbOfSurfaces 

                SurfCoefMat(3,1:NumbOfSurfaces)=1/2./RList(:,1); 

                ModRList=RList;    

                SurfCoefMat(3,ss)=1/2/(ModRList(ss)+dR); 

                kx=0;         ky=0;         kz=1; 

                [xXP,yXP,zXP,xi,yi,~] = SysRayTracer    ([kx ky kz],[xEP y 

zEP],SurfCoefMat); 

                Trx1=xi-xiCP; Try1=yi-yiCP; 

                LFAy1 = CalcLFA ([xXP yXP zXP],[xEP y zEP],0*dHix,dHiy); 

                TQFAy1 = CalcTQFA   ([kx ky kz],[xEP y zEP],Pi1,Pi2,dHiy); 

                SurfCoefMat(3,ss)=1/2/(ModRList(ss)-dR); 

                kx=0;         ky=0;         kz=1; 

                [xXP,yXP,zXP,xi,yi,~] = SysRayTracer    ([kx ky kz],[xEP y 

zEP],SurfCoefMat); 

                Trx2=xi-xiCP; Try2=yi-yiCP; 

                LFAy2 = CalcLFA ([xXP yXP zXP],[xEP y zEP],0*dHix,dHiy); 

                TQFAy2 = CalcTQFA   ([kx ky kz],[xEP y zEP],Pi1,Pi2,dHiy); 

  

                if (NumbOfSurfaces==1) 

                    J=(Try1-Try2)/2/dR; 

                elseif (NumbOfSurfaces==2) 

                    J(:,ss)=[(Try1-Try2);(LFAy1-LFAy2)]/2/dR; 

                elseif (NumbOfSurfaces==3) 

                    J(:,ss)=[(Try1-Try2);(LFAy1-LFAy2);(TQFAy1-TQFAy2)]/2/dR; 

                end 

            end 

        % Calculate New R1, R2, and R3 

            RList=RList-inv(J)*Nominal; 

            SurfCoefMat(3,1:NumbOfSurfaces)=1/2./RList(:,1); 

            kx=0;         ky=0;         kz=1; 

            [xXP,yXP,zXP,xi,yi,zi]=SysRayTracer ([kx ky kz],[xEP y zEP],SurfCoefMat); 

            LFAy = CalcLFA  ([xXP yXP zXP],[xEP y zEP],0*dHix,dHiy);             

            [TQFAy] = CalcTQFA  ([kx ky kz],[xEP y zEP],Pi1,Pi2,dHiy); 

            [SQFA]  = CalcSQFA  ([kx ky kz],[xEP y zEP],Pi3,Pi4,dHix); 

            S1(jj,:)=[Temp(1,3) Temp(1,2) Temp(1,1)]; 

            S2(jj,:)=[Temp(2,3) Temp(2,2) Temp(2,1)]; 

            S3(jj,:)=[Temp(3,3) Temp(3,2) Temp(3,1)]; 

        % Calculate the parameters of the next fragment 

            for ss=1:NumbOfSurfaces 
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                yNew(ss,1)=Temp(ss,2); 

                TileYCoord(jj,ss)=Temp(ss,2); 

                f(ss)=Temp(ss,3); 

                fy(ss)=fy(ss)+(TileYCoord(jj,ss)-TileYCoord(jj-1,ss))/RList(ss,1); 

                SurfCoefMat(1:3,ss)=[f(ss);fy(ss);1/2/RList(ss)]; 

                SurfCoefMat(17,ss)=0;   SurfCoefMat(18,ss)=TileYCoord(jj,ss); 

            end 

            SurfRayIntercept(1:NumbOfSurfaces,:)=Temp(1:NumbOfSurfaces,:);    % Update 

ray intercepts with surfaces 

            jj=jj+1; 

    end 

% 4. Generate Grid Sag Surface                                         

    S2(:,1)=S2(:,1)-S2(1,1); 

    S3(:,1)=S3(:,1)-S3(1,1); 

    S3(:,2)=-S3(:,2); 

    [M1]=GenerateGridSagSurfaceData_AxisSymmetric(64,64,0,0,0,S1(:,1:2),'M1_1.dat'); 

    [M2]=GenerateGridSagSurfaceData_AxisSymmetric(64,64,0,0,0,S2(:,1:2),'M2_1.dat'); 

    [M3]=GenerateGridSagSurfaceData_AxisSymmetric(64,64,0,0,0,S3(:,1:2),'M3_1.dat'); 

 

Functions Used in the Main Code 

function [LFA] = CalcLFA    (PXP,PEP,dHix,dHiy) 

% This function is used to calculate the linear field dependent aberrations.  

% Object is assumed to be at infinity. 

 

% PXP –-- (x,y,z) coordinates of the real ray intercept with the reference sphere at  

% the exit pupil. 

% PEP –-- (x,y,z) coordinates of the real ray intercept with the entrance pupil. 

% dHix, dHiy --- the x and y components of the image field vector at which the linear  

% field dependent aberrations are evaluated. 

    xXP=PXP(1); yXP=PXP(2); zXP=PXP(3);     

    xEP=PEP(1); yEP=PEP(2); 

    global SurfRayIntercept Constants SurfCoefMat; 

    [~,NumbOfSurfaces]=size(SurfCoefMat); 

    xi=SurfRayIntercept(NumbOfSurfaces-1,1);    

    yi=SurfRayIntercept(NumbOfSurfaces-1,2);    

    zi=SurfRayIntercept(NumbOfSurfaces-1,3); 

    % (xi,yi,zi)    -- coordinates of the ideal image field point. 

    no=Constants(1);     

    ni=Constants(2);     

    % no, ni are the refractive indices at the object and image sides. 

    wavelength=Constants(3);    % Wavelength (in um). 

    Tox=Constants(4);   Toy=Constants(5);   % Tangent of the x,y components of the  

                                            % object field angle. 

    LFAyo=Constants(9);  LFAxo=Constants(10);% y, x Linear field dependent aberrations  

% at the center of pupil. 

  

    Si=[xXP-xi,yXP-yi,zXP-zi]/norm([xXP-xi,yXP-yi,zXP-zi]);  % direction cosines of  

    % unit vector that specifies the direction from real ray intercept with the  

    % references sphere exit pupil to the ideal image field point.  

    if (dHix==0) 

        LFAo=LFAyo; Tox=0; 

    elseif (dHiy==0) 

        LFAo=LFAxo; Toy=0; 

    end 

    LFA=-LFAo+(ni*(dHix*Si(1)+dHiy*Si(2))+... 

               no*(Tox*xEP+Toy*yEP)... 

               )*1000/wavelength;   % Linear field dependent aberrations in waves. 

end 

 

 

function [SQFA] = CalcSQFA  (k,PEP,Pi3,Pi4,dHix)  

% This function is used to calculate the quadratic field dependent aberrations induced  

% by tracing a sagittal fan of rays. 

% Object is assumed to be at infinity. 

% PEP –-- (x,y,z) coordinates of the real ray intercept with the entrance pupil. 

% Pi3, Pi4 –-- (x,y,z) coordinates of image of an object field point in the positive,  

% and negative direction of the sagittal plane that is infinitesimally small.  

% dHix --- the x component of the image field vector at which aberrations are  

% evaluated. 

    xEP=PEP(1); yEP=PEP(2); zEP=PEP(3); 

    xi1=Pi3(1); yi1=Pi3(2); zi1=Pi3(3); 

    xi2=Pi4(1); yi2=Pi4(2); zi2=Pi4(3); 

    global Constants SurfCoefMat;     

    no=Constants(1);    ni=Constants(2);     
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% no, ni are the refractive indices at the object and image sides. 

    wavelength=Constants(3);    % Wavelength (in um) 

    SQFAo=Constants(12); 

    kx=k(1)+0.0001;    ky=k(2);    kz=sqrt(1-kx*kx-ky*ky); 

    [xXP1,yXP1,zXP1,~,~,~]=SysRayTracer ([kx ky kz],[xEP yEP zEP],SurfCoefMat); 

    Si1=[xXP1-xi1,yXP1-yi1,zXP1-zi1]/norm([xXP1-xi1,yXP1-yi1,zXP1-zi1]); 

     

    kx=k(1)-0.0001;    ky=k(2);    kz=sqrt(1-kx*kx-ky*ky); 

    [xXP2,yXP2,zXP2,~,~,~]=SysRayTracer ([kx ky kz],[xEP yEP zEP],SurfCoefMat); 

    Si2=[xXP2-xi2,yXP2-yi2,zXP2-zi2]/norm([xXP2-xi2,yXP2-yi2,zXP2-zi2]); 

  

    dSixdHix=(Si2(1)-Si1(1))/(xi1-xi2); 

     

    SQFA=0.5*ni*dSixdHix*dHix*dHix*1000/wavelength-SQFAo; % Quadratic field dependent  

% aberrations in waves. 

end  

 

 
function [TQFAy] = CalcTQFA (k,PEP,Pi1,Pi2,dHiy) 

% This function is used to calculate the quadratic field dependent aberrations induced  

% by tracing a tangential fan of rays. 

% Object is assumed to be at infinity. 

% PEP –-- (x,y,z) coordinates of the real ray intercept with the entrance pupil. 

% Pi1, Pi2 –-- (x,y,z) coordinates of image of an object field point in the positive,  

% and negative direction of the tangential plane that is infinitesimally small.  

% dHiy --- the y component of the image field vector at which aberrations are  

% evaluated. 

 
    xEP=PEP(1); yEP=PEP(2); zEP=PEP(3); 
    xi1=Pi1(1); yi1=Pi1(2); zi1=Pi1(3); 
    xi2=Pi2(1); yi2=Pi2(2); zi2=Pi2(3); 
    global Constants SurfCoefMat;     
    no=Constants(1);    ni=Constants(2);     

% no, ni are the refractive indices at the object and image sides. 

    wavelength=Constants(3);    % Wavelength (in um) 
    TQFAyo=Constants(11); 
    kx=k(1);    ky=k(2)+0.0001;    kz=sqrt(1-kx*kx-ky*ky); 
    [xXP1,yXP1,zXP1,~,~,~]=SysRayTracer ([kx ky kz],[xEP yEP zEP],SurfCoefMat); 
    Si1=[xXP1-xi1,yXP1-yi1,zXP1-zi1]/norm([xXP1-xi1,yXP1-yi1,zXP1-zi1]); 

     
    kx=k(1);    ky=k(2)-0.0001;    kz=sqrt(1-kx*kx-ky*ky); 
    [xXP2,yXP2,zXP2,~,~,~]=SysRayTracer ([kx ky kz],[xEP yEP zEP],SurfCoefMat); 
    Si2=[xXP2-xi2,yXP2-yi2,zXP2-zi2]/norm([xXP2-xi2,yXP2-yi2,zXP2-zi2]); 

  
    dSiydHiy=(Si2(2)-Si1(2))/(yi1-yi2); 

     
    TQFAy=0.5*ni*dSiydHiy*dHiy*dHiy*1000/wavelength-TQFAyo; % Quadratic field  

% dependent aberrations in waves. 
end 

 

 
function 

[Surface]=GenerateGridSagSurfaceData_AxisSymmetric(nx,ny,xdec,ydec,Flag,Data,OutFileNa

me) 

% This function is used to construct a user defined grid sag surface that is  

% compatible with Zemax software. 

 

% Input Setting 
% nx=64;         %       samples along x axis. 
% ny=64;         %       samples along y axis. 
% xdec=0;   %     surface x-decenter. 
% ydec=0;    %     surface y-decenter. 
% Flag=0;   %        units are in mm. 
% Data is (N X 2) matrix. First column contains Sag. 2nd column contains y height. 
    file=sprintf(OutFileName); 
    fp=fopen([file], 'wt'); 
    Z1=Data(:,1); 
    r1=Data(:,2); 
    dy=abs(max(r1))/nx; 
    dx=dy; 
    fprintf(fp, '%g %g %g %g %g %g %g \n',nx*2+1,ny*2+1,dx,dy,Flag,xdec,ydec); 
    ii=1;jj=1; 
    for iy=-ny:1:ny 
            ii=1; 
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        for ix=-nx:1:nx 
            ri=sqrt((ix*dx)^2+(iy*dy)^2); 
            Zi=interp1(r1,Z1,ri,'spline'); 
            fprintf(fp, '%5.20d %5.20d %5.20d %5.20d %5.20d \n',Zi,0,0,0,0); 
            fprintf(fp, '\n'); 
            Surface(ii,jj)=Zi; 
            ii=ii+1; 
        end 
        jj=jj+1; 
    end 
    fclose(fp); 
end 

 

 

function [xXP,yXP,zXP,xi,yi,zi] = SysRayTracer  (k,P,SurfCoefMat) 

% This function is used to trace a ray through an imaging system. It outputs the ray  

% intercept with the exit pupil reference sphere and the image plane. 

% k is a unit vector along the incident ray. 

% P is the (x,y,z) coordinates of a point on the incident ray. 

    global Temp; 

        function [x,y,z,kr,n] = RayIntDir    (... 

                                                    xs,ys,zs,CoefMat,... 

                                                    kx,ky,kz,... 

                                                    xo,yo,zo,... 

                                                    SurfType) 

            % RayIntDir is a function that calculates a ray intercept with a surface,  

            % direction of the reflected ray, and surface normal. 

            % (xs,ys,zs) are the coordinates of a point on the surface. 

            % (xo,yo,zo) are the coordinates of a point on the ray incident to the 

            % system. 

            % (kx,ky,kz) are the direction cosines of the incident ray. 

            % CoefMat matrix describes the surfaces shapes. See syntax of input files. 

            xx=xs;   yy=ys;     

            xC=CoefMat(1);  yC=CoefMat(2);  zC=CoefMat(3);  RXP=CoefMat(4); 

            % Equation of a plane is: z=a+bx+cy 

            % Imbedded functions 

                function [x,y,z] = RayInterceptWithPlane    (... 

                                                            a,b,c,... 

                                                            kx,ky,kz,... 

                                                            xo,yo,zo... 

                                                            ) 

                    % This function calculates ray intercept with a surface. 

     % (kx,ky,kz) direction cosines of the incident ray.                                                       

                    % (xo,yo,zo) coordinates of a point on the incident ray. 

                    % (a,b,c) coefficients of the equation of a plane z(x,y). 

                    t=(zo-a-b*xo-c*yo)/(b*kx+c*ky-kz); 

                    x=xo+t*kx;  y=yo+t*ky;  z=zo+t*kz ;    

                end 

                function [f_an,fx_an,fy_an] = EvalAn_Sph(R,x,y,xC,yC,zC) 

                    % This function calculates the sag, x, and y slopes of 

                    % a spherical surface at the position (x,y). 

                    % R is the radius of curvature of the spherical surface. 

                    % (xC,yC,zC) are the coordinates of the center of the surface 

                    % curvature. 

                    r2=(x-xC)^2+(y-yC)^2; 

                    f_an=zC-sqrt(R^2-r2); 

                    fx_an=(x-xC)/R/sqrt(1-r2/R^2); 

                    fy_an=(y-yC)/R/sqrt(1-r2/R^2); 

                end 

                function [f_an,fx_an,fy_an] = EvalAn_f_fx_fy(CoefMat,x,y) 

                    % This function calculates the sag, x, and y slopes of 

                    % bi-cubic surface patch. 

                    % (x,y) coordinates of the point on the surface. 

                    f=[1    ,y      ,y^2        ,y^3        ,... 

                       x    ,x*y    ,x*y^2      ,x*y^3      ,... 

                       x^2  ,(x^2)*y,(x^2)*(y^2),(x^2)*(y^3),... 

                       x^3  ,(x^3)*y,(x^3)*(y^2),(x^3)*(y^3)]; 

                    fx_=[0       ,0          ,0              ,0              ,... 

                         1       ,y          ,y^2            ,y^3            ,... 

                         2*x     ,2*x*y      ,2*x*(y^2)      ,2*x*(y^3)      ,... 

                         3*x^2   ,3*(x^2)*y  ,3*(x^2)*(y^2)  ,3*(x^2)*(y^3)  ]; 

                    fy_=[0   ,1      ,2*y        ,3*y^2          ,... 

                         0   ,x      ,2*x*y      ,3*x*y^2        ,... 

                         0   ,(x^2)  ,2*(x^2)*y  ,3*(x^2)*(y^2)  ,... 

                         0   ,(x^3)  ,2*(x^3)*y  ,3*(x^3)*(y^2)  ]; 

                    f_an=f*CoefMat;   fx_an=fx_*CoefMat;     fy_an=fy_*CoefMat; 
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                end 

            % Calculation of the ray intercept with surfaces 

        % The method used is described in modern W. Smith, optical engineering, 

        % Chapter 10. 

               % A. Calculate the initial coordinates of a point on the surface  

               % (xs,ys,zs), x-slope, and y-slope. 

                    if (SurfType<0)          

                        [zs,fx,fy] = EvalAn_Sph(RXP,xs,ys,xC,yC,zC); 

                    elseif (SurfType>0) 

                        [zs,fx,fy] = EvalAn_f_fx_fy(CoefMat,0,0); 

                    end 

                    c=fy;   b=fx;   a=zs-b*xs-c*ys;SagError=100;Iterations=1; 

                % B. Find the ray intercept with the surface 

                    while ((SagError > 1e-10) && Iterations<200) 

                        [x,y,z] = RayInterceptWithPlane    (... 

                                                            a,b,c,... 

                                                            kx,ky,kz,... 

                                                            xo,yo,zo... 

                                                            ); 

                        if (SurfType>0) 

                            [zs,fx,fy] = EvalAn_f_fx_fy(CoefMat,x-xx,y-yy); 

                        elseif (SurfType<0) 

                            [zs,fx,fy] = EvalAn_Sph(RXP,x,y,xC,yC,zC); 

                        end 

                        SagError = abs(z-zs); 

                        c=fy;   b=fx;   a=zs-b*xs-c*ys; 

                        xs=x;   ys=y; 

                        Iterations=Iterations+1; 

                    end 

                    x=xs;   y=ys;   z=zs; 

                % C. Calculate the surface normal 

                    if (SurfType>0) 

                        [zs,fx,fy] = EvalAn_f_fx_fy(CoefMat,x-xx,y-yy); 

                    elseif (SurfType<0) 

                        [zs,fx,fy] = EvalAn_Sph(RXP,x,y,xC,yC,zC); 

                    end 

                    n=[fx,fy,-1]/norm([fx,fy,-1]); 

                % D. Calculate the direction cosines of the reflected ray 

                    k=-[kx,ky,kz]; 

                    kr=2*n*dot(k,n)-k; 

        end 

    % Ray tracing 

        [~,NumbOfSurfaces]=size(SurfCoefMat); 

        x=P(1); y=P(2); z=P(3);kk=1; 

        % Trace ray intercepts with optical optical surfaces through image plane 

        for ii=1:NumbOfSurfaces-1    

            kold=k;   % -kold will be used at the end of the for loop to define ray  

                      % direction travelling backwards to the exit pupil reference  

                      % sphere. 

            [x,y,z,k,n] = RayIntDir    (... 

SurfCoefMat(17,ii),SurfCoefMat(18,ii),SurfCoefMat(1,ii),SurfCoefMat(1:16,ii),... 

                                        k(1),k(2),k(3),... 

                                        x,y,z,... 

                                        1); 

            Temp(kk,:)=[x,y,z]; kk=kk+1; 

        end 

        xi=x;   yi=y;   zi=z;  

        % (xi,yi,zi) are the coordinates of the ray intercept with the image plane. 

        [xXP,yXP,zXP,kXP,nXP] = RayIntDir    (... 

SurfCoefMat(17,NumbOfSurfaces),SurfCoefMat(18,NumbOfSurfaces),SurfCoefMat(1,NumbOfSurf

aces),SurfCoefMat(1:16,NumbOfSurfaces),... 

                                              -kold(1),-kold(2),-kold(3),... 

                                              x,y,z,... 

                                              -1); 

  % (xXP,yXP,zXP) are the coordinates of the ray intercept with reference sphere at  

  % exit pupil. 

end 
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D APPENDIX D : BI-CUBIC SURFACE PATCH 
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An arbitrary surface of generally no symmetry can be approximated using pieces of 

bi-cubic surface patches. The shape of a bi-cubic surface patch is completely defined 

if the sag, first x, y, and xy cross derivatives are known at the four corners of the 

patch. Alternatively the sag equation of the bi-cubic patch has 16 coefficients that 

completely specify it. In this appendix the relationships between these coefficients, 

the sag, first x, y, and xy cross derivative at the four corners of the bi-cubic patch are 

listed. 

Figure 4.12 graphically illustrate a bi-cubic surface patch defined over a 

rectangular xy region. A local coordinate system is defined for an individual bi-cubic 

surface patch. This local coordinate system is centered on the lower left corner of the 

rectangular region over which a bi-cubic surface patch is defined. The sag equation of 

a bi-cubic surface patch is given as follows.  

 
3 3

,

0 0

, i j
i j

i j

z x y c x y
 

  

0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3
0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3c x y c x y c x y c x y     

1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3
1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3c x y c x y c x y c x y     

2 0 2 1 2 2 2 3
2,0 2,1 2,2 2,3c x y c x y c x y c x y     

3 0 3 1 3 2 3 3
3,0 3,1 3,2 3,3c x y c x y c x y c x y                              (D.1), 

where z is the sag of the bi-cubic at the coordinates x, y, and ,i jc  is the coefficient of 

i jx y . The shape of a bi-cubic surface patch is completely defined if the sag, first x, y, 

and xy cross derivatives are known at the four corners of the patch. It is also 

completely defined by the 16 coefficients of Eq. (D.1). The relationships between the 

coefficients of Eq. (D.1), the sag, x, y, and xy cross derivative at the four corners of 

the bi-cubic surface patch are listed below. 
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